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(FOREMOST PAPER IN HARDING COUNTY.)
With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right
VOL. XIX

No.

ROY, HARDING COUNTY.NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY,

6.

JOHN GILLIARD PASSES
NEAR SOLANO

LISTON

ROBERTSON

'John Gilliard and old gentleListón Robertson a prominent
man who has been making his young farmer living on ; the
home with John Beckman, about Robertson school section near
three miles south of Solano died the Pleasent View School House
last Sunday afternoon and was 'about 7 rnlies east of Roy, died
buirecl Monday afternoon in the Tuesday noon after an illness of
Í eight days which had temn'nated
Solano Cemetetry.
Jack Gilliard as he was known into a severe case oi pneumonia.
Monday week ago he was over
homesteaded in the early day
south of Solano and has been a to one of his neighbors and comresident of that community pra- plained of feeling bad and that
ctically ever since, but the past night took a severe cold which is
few years has made his home a few days developed in to that
with his friend Mr. Beckman.
dreaded pneumonia. The doctor
Mr. Gilliard was an eccentric was summoned and altho every
old gentleman and his pecu- thing possible was done for him
liar ways and ideas but every he passed peacefully away Tuesone liked Jack, for he was a fri- day atvll:30 A. M. There are
end to everybody and evereybody two more of the family seriouswas his friend. At the time of ly ill with pneumonia a babe
his death he was 75 years, 6 of 7 months and a little son of
6 years.
,
rnpnths, and 22 days old.
Mr.- Gilliard will be sadly missOBITUARY
ed by his many friends in the
in which he lived and
where he has been known the
Listón Phillip Robertson was
past 14 or 15 years.
born in Indiana on October 3.
1879 and when a young man
AMONG PROMINENT MEN H. emigrated to Oklahoma where he
GOODMAN HAS A BIRTH-PAIN FEBRUARY

wooed and wed Hazel Chaffee
near Cherokee about 14 years
About four years ago he
Among the many prominent and his family moved to his fathmen of this country and other ers farm east of Roy where he
.countries, Washington, Lincoln, lived until a year or so ago when
he moved to the place where he
and St. Valentine is one
H. Goodman whose passed away.
'birthday was February 14th., Listón was one of the promisame date as that of St. Valen- - nent young farmers of the mesa
"tine and close to that of Wash- 'n go'ii worker and honest in all
ington and Lincoln. Lincoln's his dealings with his fellow men.
He was a kind father and hus- the 12th., and that of the Father iband
and his familv was one to
tof our Country, George Washing- be proud of.- - Mr. Robertson was
ton, the 22nd. Mr. Goodman has a member of the School Board
already been receiving remem- for Pleasent View and was one
brances of the occasion of his
of the .leaders in getting the dis
distinguished trict consolidated with Roy.
from
friends. A message came yester
Mr. Robertson leaves to mouday with the delivery of a box rn his early death, a loving wife
of fine cigars from T. C. Wilson, one daughter, Dorothy and three
the president of the Wilson Co., 'sons, Harley, Floyd and Cecil. Al
Packers, and another form John 'so an aged father now living at
p
D. Rockefeller, wishing the heal- Wellington, Kansas and four
'
three,
sisters.
and.
many,
enjoy
to
th and happiness
The funeral took place from the
more prosperous years.
family
home, Wednesday after(Tucumcari American)
noon and burial following in the
Roy Cemetery where the body
When the people of 'Texas was laid away to await the re
come up tó; New Mexico's play surrection.' morn. '
'V;,
jzround in the mountains near
is indeed sad for a home to
It
Taos they will fall in love with be bereft of a father and husthe state and become permanent band as has been in this case
residents.
where the mother is left with
And by the way if we get a four samll children to care for
few more hundred Texas Demo- especially at the age when they
crats in the stat it might go need a father's care and protecDemocratic sometime.
tion andto the grief striken family we can only say the words
, "Once it was bottled in Bond, of the poet:
Be still sad heart and cease
but now it is bottled in Barns.
repining,
clouds, the sun is
One of our contemporaries Behind the
shining,
still
merchant
is
the
has found that it
Into each life some rain must
who believes in the liberal use
fall,
dois
really
of printers ink who
days must be dark and
Some
comthe
of
business
THE
ing
dreary.
munity, and, also the one who
ex- inveriably carries a stock of up-t- ' The Snanish American wife
stricken
grief
to
the
tends
the- - minute merchaidise.
to the aged fatYou will find this to be the dase 'and children and
spmpathy in
in every instance and Roy is no her the deepest of
grief.
of
hours
dark
these
exception to the rule either.
fellow-townsma-

MEXICO HIGHWAY
ASSOCIATION HOLDS MEETING

DIES TEXAS-NE-

AFTER SHORT ILLNESS
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We Earnestly Request

FEBRUARY 25, 1922.
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AT LOGAN, N.M.
Roy Chosen as Next Meeting Place
HIGHWAY CROSSES HARDING COUNTY FROM SOUTHERN
BOUNDARY TO COLFAX COUNTY ON THE NORTH
The first annual convention of the Texas New Mexico Highway Association was held at Logan," New Mexico on Monday and
Tuesday of this week and over two hundred delegates were in attendance from the numerous towns on the highway. About 75
delegates were in attendance from Harding County alone and wh
ch was ample proof to the association that the youngest county in
New Mexico was vitally interested in the highway across Harding
County and in ffict the whole route which starts at Plainview, Texas and for the present terminates at Taos, New Mexico.
The little town of Logan on the Rock Island about 20 miles east
of Tucumcari and on the banks of the Canadian River where the
convention was held was beautifully decorated for the occasion
.and altho a town of probably less than 200 inhabitants they entertained in a fashion that would do honor to a towñ of several thousand inhabitants. They not only entertained the Texas New Cex-c- o
Hgihway Association with its numerous delegates, but also the
delegates of the Atlantic Pacific Highway and those of Fort to
tfoit Highway, making them care for and entertain at least 300
delegates the first day and probably 2000 people on the second day
when the fine bridge across the Canadian was dedicated to the service of the people of the whole United States. On the evening of
the first day they gave a two course banquet to the visiting delegates which alone was worth the trip to Logan.
ihe numerous delegates began arriving Sunday afternoon and
by 2 o'clock Monday afternoon most of the New Mexico delegates
had arrived and it was suggested that the New Mexico form a
State Association to work in conformity with the Texas New Mex
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SUBSCRIPTION

C. U. STRONG STATE TREAS-

PER YEAR.

$

OFF FOR GRAND LODGE

URER RESIGNS
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Paxton and
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 16 State Dr. Gibbs left for Albuquerque
Treasurer C. U. Strong today ten Sunday where they will be repredered his resignation to Gov.
sentatives of the Grand Lodge of
Mechem and same was accepted
the A. F. & A. M. and the O. E.
by the Governor. The Governor S.
has not yet decided on whom he
Mrs Paxton is Worthy Matron
will appoint as Mr. Strong's sucof Mizpah Chapter of the O. E. S.
cessor.
No." 47 and as such officer in the
In resigning, Mr. Strong said he Local Lodge becomes delegate to
had decided on this course some the Grand Chapter which meets
time ago but had delayed the mat in the State Metropolis on the 23
ter pending completion of the re- rd., 24th., and 25th.
organization of the Santa Fe
Mr. Paxton is Senior Warden
De-

"

..

Bank which closed its doors
cember 1st., with some $350,000
state deposits.
Mr. Strong stated that plans
have been made to reopen the
bank and that its success was assured and that he now wishes
to be relieved of office.
Mr. Strong was elected State
Treasurer in 1918 and
in 1920 and has made an excell
ent State Officer. His home is
at Mora where he has a large ran
ch interests and is connected
with the bank at that place.
ed

The County Commissioners

at

and Dr. Gibbs as Worshipful Mas
ter are the local delegates from
the Arcadia Lodge No. 53 and the
Grand Lodge convened on the
20th and will last until the even
ing of the 22nd.
These prominent fraternal organizations, Mizpah Chapter and
Arcadia Ixdge have sent some
strong delegates to the Grand
Lodge and we would not be surprised to see them bring home at
least one of the offices of the
Grand Lodge.
During Mr. and Mrs. Paxton's
absence from Roy, A. I. (Shorty)
p.,riPROT1 w;n v,p mva manner
'

their meeting last week appoint- '
ed Mrs. Myra O. DeFrees County an(j Western Union Ooerftor
Superintendent of Schools of Har Williams will be chief dishwasher
the Fairview Pharmacy.
Kriit.h jvi. ( otíeen resumen. Mrs
DeFrees has been acting Co.
The ladies Home Missionary
Sup't., for the past eight months met at the home of Mrs. Dr. E.
and has had full charge of the P. Brown Wednesday, there were
office altho she had not been iibout 15 members present, Dain-t- v
regularly appointed by the Co.,
refreshments were served by
.
Commissioners.
th. hostess, and all present report :" having very nice time.
Don't forget the Chili Dinner The nevt meeting place will be
at th bakery shop Saturday Feb. t th home of Mrs. Ray Carr,
Wednesday! March 8th.
25th.

vi who l6oiiK,auuu aim . i. licnicy Bccieutiy.
committee oí
tnree composed of O. T. Wilson, Oliver M. Warreder and O. O
Oragg were appoited to draft a costitution and set of by laws. It
was decided to elect a board of seven directors for the state Association and the officers be elected from the Board; The following
were elected directors: T. E. Mitchell, L. H. Brock. W. P .Mealey
O. M Warrender, J. W. Corn, E. Gallegos and F. S. Brown and who
were empowered to select the route of the highway thru Harding
County, but their action had to be approved by the State Highway Commission,
Jhe route chosen thru New Mexico is as follows: Leaving the
Quay County line north and west of Logan about five miles thence
in a northern and northwestern direction to Gallegos, N. M., to
the foot of the David Hill, thence to the top of the David Hill,
thence due west to the Judge
if
Smith comer northwest of Mosquero, thence south 0 'mile and
west and south into Mosquero;
weaving Mosquero passing up the
E. P. & S. W. R. R, to the section
comer, thence north two miles
to the Tinkér comer, west two
miles- to the Hill "eomer, thence
north to the section line south
of Solano and west, to the section
line south of Solano, north thru
Solano and west one mile thence '
due north to the. section line
leading into Roy and west on this .
line to icoy. leaving Koy on the
section line on the east side of
town thence due north four miles
west two miles and north to the
section line south of Mills thence
west into Mills and thence up
the west side of the E. P. and S.
tela
W. tracks to Abbott, recrossing
the tract at Abbott and thence
due north to the Colfax County
line and on north to the Springer
Clayton road and over this route
to Springer thence north and
west from Springer to Cimarron
and on the the beautiful Taos
Valley,
The regular session of the Association was called at 3 P. M.
with about 200 delegates present
and after a short address by the
Local chairman and a responce,
the officers of the Association,
is
Mr. Harrison of Herford, Texas
President and Mr. Boswell of
Plainview, Texas, Sec'y. took the
chairs and a very important afternoon session was heW ; the dif
ferent committees were appointed. We were unable to get a list
of names of all of the members
of the different committees, but
will say that New Mexico was
well represented upon all of the
different committees. After a
number of talks by prominent
men of the state, including the
Hon. Chas, Springer, president
of the New Mexico Highway Co- mmission and Leslie Gilette,
chief Highway Engineer, the Association adjourned until 9:30
Tuesday morning.
On Monday evening the fine
banquet was served and talks
were made by Mr. Gable State
Game Warden, líos. Reed
District Judge of Santa Fe,
Governor Mechem and numerous
other gentlemen including officers and members of the Atlantic and Pacific Highway and
Fort to Fort Highway.' Th3se
tall-Sviere all very, inL"w:2ti:.s
-
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We have r e ce! ved a s
of men's suits which are
hip-me- nt

specially priced at

$18.50
They are very select patterns and well made.

Boy's Corduroy Suits

The kind that wear and stand the hard
knocks that boys give their suits. And the
price right. Only $7,75

At t ent i o n Farm er s

that all our customers, who owe us past due notes and accounts wil come in at once and make arrangements to take
care of them.
We do not wish to force collection, but unless arrangements are made immediately to pay these old debts wo
have no alternative.

"

'e are in the market for cane reed. You
will do well to write us, mentioning
quantity and kind you have for sale.

(

Holl-raa- n,

ROY TRADING COMPANY
A Profitable Place to Trade.

.

-

(

Floéírsheim M ercantile
Gomp any

n

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Twenty Years-- - - Owe
This Entirely to

and Arizona

!i has made a new man
out of me. This expe-

rience, related byE. C.
Bayne, contractor, of
124 South Honore St.,
Chicago, may be your
experience alto if

'en.

Feel fine, a nature attends

you to feel. Get Tanlac today.
At all good druggists.

(CHAPTER

XIII.
16

OMENTA
CATARRH
76' at stores

COLDS

COUGHS

or 90 stamps by mall. Address New York Drug Concern, New York
A Crusade.

Continued.)
.

-

p

I'll"

Never Worry.
s
If you want the true,
Aspirin,' as prescribed by physicians
years, you must
for over twenty-onask for "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin."
The name "Bayer" Is stamped on
each tablet and appears on each packworld-famou-

e

age for your protection against
Advertisement

Imita-tiou- s.

No Chance for a Change.
...
"Are you still Mrs. Ashby?" he asked
when they met, after a, lapse of a cou
ple of years.
"My hus
"01, yes," she replied.
band's too busy to stray from the
straight and narrow, and I don't care
to because It's so common."
A woman Is clever when she makes
a man think he knows a great deal
more thnn she does.

How's Your Liver?
Health la Your Most Valuable Asset
Here ia How to Take Care of It
Superior, Ncbr. "Some years ago I
was troubled greatly with liver trouble;
I would become dizzy and dark spots
would appear before my eyes. I took
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
and one bottle cured me. I have never
had a return of this ailment but have
always had good health since. I am
glad indeed to be able to recommend
such a good medicine." Mrs. Chas.
Went, Í41 So. Bloom St.
Obtain the Discovery in tablets of
liquid at your nearest drug store or send
10c to Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel in
Buffalo, N. Y., for trial pkg., and write
for freo medical advice.

SLOW
DEATH
Aches, pains, nervousness, difficulty in urinating, often mean

serious disorders. The world's
standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles

GOLDMEML
Mr

bring quick relief and often ward off
deadly diseases. Known as the national
remedy of Holland for more than 200
years. All druggists, in three sizes.
Look tot the name Gold Medal on arary bos
and accept do imitation

SAFE AND SANE

fur Ccups & Colds
TttH ffro
dtlfartat frea an araara.
Qulelt trhtf. N oplmt. ISc wtfTwatra

LIFE 8TOBY Or V. K. HM.DRETH
poor telegraph operator who achieved wealth

and aucceaa by drilling for oil In Texas,' Aak
for free copy 10 Secret of Ruceen.
Y. F. HII.DRK.TH
Vori Worth. Terna
1011 Warroner BMc.
W. N.

V,

OENVER, NO.

"Tubbs

ii

an

s

as

rnawBBi

and His Tombstone
to Thunderl"

jsa,

COMPA.NY

r,

worked, and slapped the noble youth
affectionately on the back when he
came and got In the way with anxious
Industry."
As I wanted to observe developmentsa very necessary thing when
you are playing Providence
I chose
a central position In the shade and
pulled out some very smudgy tatting,
a sort of Penelope's web which there
was no prospect of my ever completing, but which served admirably to
give me an appearance of occupation
at critical moments.
Mr. Tubbs also had sought a shady
spot, and was fanning himself with
From time to time he
his helmet.
hummed, in a manner determinedly
gay.
However he might disguise It
from himself, this time Mr. Tubbs had
The truth was,
overshot his mark.
since our arrival on the island Mr.
Tubbs had felt himself the spoiled
child of fortune.
Aunt Jane and Miss
Hlgglesby-Brownwere the Joint commanders of the expedition, and
them. The Scotchman's theoretical rank as leader had Involved
merely the acceptance of all the responsibility and blame, while authority
rested with the petticoat government
dominated by the bland and wily
Tubbs.
But now, faced with the failure of
his coup d'etat, Mr. Tubbs' situation
He
was, to say the least, awkward.
But he
hud risked all and lost
maintained an air of Jaunty
slightly tinged with Irony. It
was all very well, he seemed to imply, for us to try to get along without
H. H. We would discover the impossibility of it soon enough.
Aunt Jane, drooping, had been led
away to the cabin by Miss Higglesby-BrownYou now heard the voice
of Violet in exhortation, mingled with
I seemed to see
Aunt Jane's sobs.
that an ear of Mr. Tubbs was cocked
He had
attentively In that direction.
tudeed erred In the very wantonness
of triumph, for a single glance would
have kept Aunt Jane loyal and prodigal of excuses for him in the face of
any treachery. Not even Violet could
have clapped the lid on the
font of sentiment In Aunt Jane's heart.
Only the cold contemning eye of H. H.
himself had congealed that tepid flow.
The morning wore on with
heat, and as nothing happened I began to find my watchful
Crusoe, worn out perwaiting dull.
haps by some private nocturnal pig
hunt, slept heavily where the drip of
the spring over the brim of old
Heintz's kettle cooled the air. I began to consider whether It would not
be well to take a walk with Cuthbert
Yane and discover the tombstone all
over again. I knew nothing, of course,
of Mr. Tubb's drastic measures with
the celebrated landmark. As to Cuthbert's Interrupted courtship, I depended on the vast excitement of discovering the cave to distract his mind
from it. For thatwas the Idea, of
course Cuthbert Vane and I would
explore the cave, and then whenever
I liked I could prick the bubble of Mr.
Tubbs' ambitions, without relating the
whole strange story of the diary and
the Island Queen.
But meanwhile the cave drew me
like a magnet I Jealously desired to
be the first to see it, to snatch from
Mr. Tuhbs the honor of discovery. And
I wanted to know about poor Peter
and the doubloons that he had gone
back to fetch.
..
But already Captain Magnus had
forsaken the post of duty and departed on an unknown errand. Could I ask
Cuthbert Vane to do it too? And
then I smiled a smile- - that was half
proud. I might ask him but he would
refuse me. In Cuthbert's simple code,
certain things were "done," certain
others not. Among the nots was to
fail In standing by a friend. And Just
now Cuthbert was standing by Dugald
Shaw. Therefore nods and becks' and
wreathed snillesswere vain. In Cuththickbert's quiet,
headed way he could turn his back
calmly on the face of love and follow
the harsh call of duty even to death.
It would not occur to hira not to.
And he never would suspect himself
of being a hero that would be quite
the nicest part of It.
And yet I knew poor Cuthbert was
an exploded superstition, an anachronism, part of a vanishing order of
things, and that the Ideal which was
monreplacing him was a boiler-platester with clockwork heart and brain,
named Efficiency. And that Cuthbert
must go, along with his Jacobean manor, and his family ghost, and the
oaks in the park, and everything else
that couldn't prove its right to live
except by being fine and lovely and
full of garnered sweetness of the
.

Long ago Mr. Shaw bad left the
Held to Violet and with a curt shrug
had turned his back and stood looking out over the cove, stroking his
chin reflectively. Miss Browne's- eloquence had risen to amazing flights,
and she already had Mr. Tubbs Inextricably mixed with Ananias and
Sap'phlra, when the Scotchman broke
in upon her ruthlessly.
"Friends," he said, "so far as I can
see we have been put a good bit ahead
by this morning's work.
First, we
know the grave which should be our
landmark has not been entirely obliterated by the Jungle, as I had thought
Second, we know- tnat
most likely.
It Is on this side of the Island, for
the reason that this chap Tubbs hasn't
nerve to go much beyond shouting distance by himself.
Third, as Tubbs

The Old Reformer There are lots
of things la this town that need attention. For Instance, the young men
here spend all their spare time In
shooting craps.
The Neophyte I don't see how
they have the. heart to shoot them.- I
hold-ubusiness, I bepropase that we start a society for has tried this
lieve we should consider the agreethe prevention of cruelty to craps.
ment by which he was to receive a
sixteenth share null and void, and deCuticura Soothes Baby Rashes
cide here and now that he gets nothThat itch and burn, by hot baths ing whatever.
Fourth, the boat is
of Cuticura Soap followed by gentle now pretty well to rights, and as soon
anointings of Cuticura Ointment
as we have a snack Bert and Magnus
Nothing better, purer, sweeter, espeand I will set out, In twice as good
Cuticially If a little of the fragrant
heart as before, having had the story
cura Talcum is dusted on at the fin- that brought us here confirmed for
ish. 25c each. Advertisement
the first time. So Tubbs and his
can go to thunder."
tombstone
Shocking Him Into Action.
can,
can I?" cried Mr. Tubbs.
"I
Youth Last night in my dreams
I proposed to you, Miss Eva. What "Say, are you a human Iceberg, to talk
that cool before a man's own face?
do you suppose that signifies?
Kvn (Impatiently) It shows that Say,
But Cuthbert Vance broke in.
you have more brains when asleep
"Three rousing cheers, old boy!" he
ti an you have when you're awake.
cried to the Scotchman enthusiastically. "Always did think that chap
ASPIRIN INTRODUCED
a frightful bounder, don't you know?
BY "BAYER" IN 1900 We'll stand by old Shaw, won't we,
Magnus?" Which comrndely outbreak
Look for' Name "Bayer" on the Tablets, Then You Need
-

nr

THE BOBBS - MERR.ILL

COPYRIGHT

-

A syrnp taken Internally Instantly clean
your head and makes breathing easy. For

WORK AND
HOUSEWORK T0Q1

New Mexico

TANLAC

you take Tanlac, the world'
mott famoue system builder.

DOES LAUNDRY

Southwest News

'

Eat, Sleep, Work and
Feel Better Than in

commanding gesture Miss Browne signaled the rest to approach. Mr. Tubbs
bounced up with alacrity. Mr. Shaw
and Cuthbert obeyed less promptly,
but they obeyed.
Meunwhlle Violet
From All Over
waited, looking implacable as fate.
"And where is Captain Magnus?"
she demanded, glancing about her.
But no one knew what had become
of Captain Magnus.
As for myself, I continued to sit in
the shade and tat. But I could hear
with ease all that was said.
(Wjtr Nenpiper Union Newi StrrlM.)
ap"Mr. Tubbs," began Miss Browne,
A. W. Pollard, Demlng, has been
"your recent claims have been matter pointed receiver of the Columbus
of prolonged consideration between
State bank.
Miss Harding and myself. We feel
The First Baptist church at Las
we cannot but feel that there was a
was badly damaged by fire of
Vegas
harshness in your announcement of
origin.
unknown
them, an apparent concentration of
The Balboa sanitarium at Roswell
your own Interests, 111 befitting a memby fire which
ber of this expedition. Also, that In was totally destroyed
plant in the
heating
from
the
started
were
excessive.
actual substance, they
I
basement
Not half, Mr. Tubbs; oh, no, not half
Judge Frank J. Duffy of Nogales
Miss Harding and
But
myself, as the Joint heads of the Harding-B- was elected president of the Arizona
rowne
expedition, are Inclined Bar Association at Its annual meeting
to think no more than the reward in Nogales.
which Is your due. We suggest thereCol. R. E. Twltchell, president of
fore, a simple way out of the diffithe Chamber of Commerce of Santa
culty. Mr. Dugald Shaw was engaged Fé, has transmitted his resignation to
on liberal terms to find the treasure. the directors, as president and as
He has not found the treasure. He head of the Fiesta organization.
has not found the slightest clue to its
The county Jail at Mora, Mora counpresent whereabouts. Mr. Tubbs, on ty, was burned recently. Las Vegas
the contrary, has found a clue. It Is was asked to send Its fire department
a clue of the first Importance.
It Is there, but owing to an epidemic of
equivalent almost to the actual discov- fires in that city it was not thought
ery of the chest Therefore let Mr.
advisable to leave the city without
Shaw, convinced I am sure by this
fire protection.
calm presentation of the matter of the
Traveling proclivities of many AriJustice of such a course, resign his
zona state and county officials came
claim to a fourth of the treasure in
by Sidney Spana of
favor of Mr. Hamilton H. Tubbs, and in for censure
speech, he declared
a
In
Holbrook.
agree to receive Instead the former
expenses were not autraveling
such
allotment of Mr. Tubbs, namely,
thorized by law and had to be home
Having offered this remarkable sug- by the taxpayers.
The Inspiration mine, near Miami,
gestion, Miss Browne folded her arms
which has been closed nown for a peand waited for It to bear fruit
It did in the enthusiastic response riod of over ten months, has resumed
The company's huge conof Mr. Tubbs.
"Well, well!" he ex- operations.
claimed. "To think of our takin' old centrator, second largest plant of its
H. H. that literal ! O' course, havin' kind In the United States, has been
formed my habits In the financial cenplaced in active operation.
1
ters of the country, I named a stiff
At a big meeting held In the
price at first a stiff price, I won't
vicinity, near Clovis, N. M., standdeny. But that's Jest the leetle way ard pig and poultry clubs were formed
of a man used to handlln' large af- for the purpose of breeding pure-brefairsnothing else to it, I do assure stock. An effort will also be made
you. The Old Man himself used to to advertise and find a market for
say, 'There's old H. H. you'd think pure-brePoland China hogs.
he'd eat the paint off a house, he'll
origin deof undetermined
Fire
sbow up that graspln' in a deal. And
stroyed the auditorium and gymnasall the time it's Jest love of the game.
United States Indian school
Let him know he's goin' to win out ium of the
The rooms were unAlbuquerque.
at
and bless you, old H. H. will swing
wall.
right round and fair force the profits der one roof, separated by a fire Su$40,000 by
on the other party. H. H. is slicker The loss was placed at
D. Perry.
than soap to handle, If only you handle perintendent Reuben
There has been considerable discushim right.' Can I say without hard
feelin's that Jest now H. H. was not sion in Phoenix of late relative to the
handled right? Instead o' bein Joshed advisability of increasing the term of
with, as he looked for, he was took up county and state elective officers of
short, and even them which he might Arizona from two to four years and a
movement Is now on foot to have such
have expected to show confidence"
here Mr. Tubbs cast a reproachful a bill introduced in the special session.
eye at Aunt Jane "run off with the
A navajo Indian has confessed to
notion that he meant Jest what he the murder of Frank Lewis, an Indian
said. AH he'd done for this expeditrader, April 23, 1921, according to an
tion, his loyalty and faith to same, announcement by Sheriff Roberts of
was forgotten, and he was thought of Albuquerque.
Roberts says the Inas a
and Voracious Shark 1" dian, who is one of three held, told
The pain of these recollections how plans were made to kill Lewis,
dammed the torrent of Mr. Tubbs' rob his store and then burn everyspeech.
thing.
"Oh, Mr. Tubbs!" breathed Aunt
An Important farm bureau meeting
Jane,
and of course a
was
held at Bowie recently, with
tear trickled gently down her nose,
following the path of many previous President C. S. Brown of Tucson,
p. Ellis, Countears which had already left their sa- County Secretary Dr. J.
C. R. Adamson of Willeot:,
Agent
ty
line traces.
Charles F. Roberts atMr. Tubbs managed In some impos- and
T. M. Wlnsor called the
sible- fashion to roll one eye tenderly tending.
at Aunt Jane, while keeping the other meeting to order. Mr. Roberts was
fastened shrewdly on the remainder one of the principal speakers.
Formal recognition by a foreign
of his audience.
"Miss Hlgglesby-Brown- e
and Miss government of the heroism In action
Jane Harding,'' he resumed. "I accept of Lieutenant Frank Luke, Jr., famIt would astonish them as has only ous Arizona ace, came In the form of
known H. H. on bis financial side to a posthumus award of the Italian
see him agree, to a reduction of prof- Groce d Guerra. The decoration, acits like this without a kick. Büt I'm companied by a certificate of award,
a man of impulse, I am. Get me on was transmitted by the War Departmy soft side and a kitten ain't more ment to Colonel H. A. Hanignn of the
Impulsive than old H. H. And o' Arizona National Guard, with instruccourse the business of this expedition
tions that they be presented to the
ain't Jest business to me. It's er
lute flyer's father.
friendship,
and er sentiment in
A man who had registered as Verne
short, there's feelin's that is more
Plum of Chicago,' was found dead in
than worth their weight in gold!"
a room of a downtown hotel at
At these significant words the agitaPhoenix.
He was shot through the
tion of Aunt Jane was extreme. Was
head and a revolver lay at his side.
It possible that Mr. Tubbs was declaring himself in the presence of others A. note stated lie was "tired of the
and was a response demanded from learch for gold and for food to fill his
herself would his sensitive nature, so stomach." All marks of identification
lately wounded by cruel suspicion, in- had been removed from his clothing.
terpret her silence as fatal to his He was about 38 years old.
hopes? But while she struggled beFarm loans by the state of Arizona
tween maiden shyness and the fear will be discontinued until $580,000 erof crushing Mr. Tubbs, the conversa- roneously loaned has been repaid to
tion had swept on.
various funds. It was announced by
"Mr. Shaw," said Miss Browne, "you
the State Loan Board, comprised of
have heard Mr. Tubbs, In the interest
governor, the secretary of state
the
(tie
expedition, liberally consent to
of
and .the state treasurer. It may rereduce his claim by
Doubtquire several years to repay the
less, If only In a spirit of emulation,
amount, it was explained, as only the
you will attempt to match this conproceeds from the sale of state lands
duct by canceling our present agreement and consenting to another cred- can be used for this purpose.
The
iting you with the former sixteenth state's plight, it was declared, is due
to the action of the old State Land
share of Mr. Tubbs."
"Don't do It, Shaw hold the fort, Department in crediting Interest
old boy I" broke In Cuthbert Vane. "I money to the permanent fund instead
say, Miss Browne, this Is a bally of to the institutions as specified in
the enabling act. This will necessishame!"
Miss Browne had always treated the tate a transfer of funds, as soon as
prospective Lord Grasmere with disthere are sufficient on band to make
tinguished politeness. Even now her a change in the accounts.
air was mild, though lofty.
Harry S. Ross, former state treas"Mr. Vane," she replied, "as a mem- urer of Arizona, was acquitted by a
ber of the British aristocracy, It Is jury in Phoenix of a charge of connot to be supposed that you would spiracy. He was indicted Jointly with
view financial matters with the same Phil K. Lewis, former head of. the
eye as those of us of the Middle Central Bank of Wlckenburg,
accused
Classes, who, unhappily perhaps for of having conspired to obstruct the adour finer feelings, have been obliged ministration of the state laws by deto experience the harsh contacts of positing in that bank more funds
than
common life. Your devotion to Mr. the bonds of the Institution, as a
state
a
romantic
which
ardor
Shaw has
I depository, permitted. The Indictcannot but admire. But permit lis also ment also alleged that the state
failed
our enthusiasm for the perspicacity to receive ail the Interest due on
the
which
we
owe
Tubbs,
Mr.
to
of
the deposits. Lewis has not yet been
wealth now within our grasa."
tried.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Can Go

the excess of the beautiful
youth's emotions, for usually he
turned a large cold shoulder on the
captain, thougn managing in some
mysterious manner to be perfectly
civil ail the time. Perhaps you have
to. be born at High Staunton manor
or Its equivalent to possess the art of
relegating people to immense distances without seeming to administer
even the gentlest shove.
But unfortunately the effort of the
Honorable Cuthbert's cordiality was
lost, so far as the object of it was
concerned, because of the surprising
fact, only now remarked by any one,
that Captain Mugnus had disappeared.
showed

CHAPTER XIV.
Some Secret Diplomacy.
The evanishment of Captain Magnus, though quite' unlooked for at so
critical a moment, was too much in
keeping with his eccentric and unsocial
ways to arouse much comment Everybody looked about with mild ejaculations of surprise, and then forgot

about the matter.
Whistling a Scotch-- ' tune, Dugald
Shaw set to work again on the boat
In the face of difficulty or opposition
he always grew more brisk and cheerful. I used to wonder whether in the
event of a tornado he would not warm
Perhaps It
Into positive geniality.
would not have needed a tornado, if
I had not begun by suspecting him
of conspiring against Aunt Jane's
pocket, or if the Triumvirate, Inspired by Mr. Tubbs, had not sat in
gloomy Judgment on his every movement Or if he hadn't been reproached
so for saving me from the cave, Instead of leaving It to Cuthbert Vane
But now under the stimulus of
speaking his mind about Mr. Tubbs
whistled as he
the Scotchman

--

e

it

e.

d

past

v

At this point In my meditations the
door of the cabin opened and Miss
Browne came out looking sternly resolute. Aunt Jane followed, very pink
nbout the eyes and nose.
With a

Moye-1111-

d

self-seek-

heart-brokenl-

Surprised to Find Her- eeir reeling do wen

-

Tannton. Mass. "I used to have naina
tn my back and legs so badly, with other
wat women
'iiiii.Mii .muí riurouuies
some times have, that
I
,
my doctor ordered
me to stay in bed
week in every month.
ltdidn too me much
mod, so one day after
talkine with a friend
who took Lydia E.I
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for
about the same troo-- 1
bles I had. 1 thought
I would try it also.
I flnrl that I can work in the laundrr all
through the time and do my housework,
too. Last monta i was so surpnsea at
myself to bo up and around and feeling;
ao good while before I used to feel completely lifeless. I have told some of the
girls who work with me and have such
troubles to try Lydk E. Pinkham'sVege-tabl- e
Compound, and I tell them how it
has helped me. You can use my
for the good of others.' Mrs.
Blanche Silvia, 69 Grant St, Taunton,
Mass.
It's the same story one friend telling!
another of the value of Lydia . Pink- -i
barn's Vegetable Compound.

lir ;

if;

)

teati-moni-

Here of His Class.'.

al

,

"Hew do you get on with spelling?"
Harry's mother asked him after his
first day at school. "You look so
pleased that I'm sure you did well."
"No. I couldn't spell much of anything," admitted Harry, "and I couldn't
remember the arithmetic very well,
nor the geography."
The mother showed her disappointment, but Harry bad consolation In reserve.

"

"But that's no matter, mother," he
said; "the boys admire me, they say
I've got the biggest feet in the class."

Ii You Heel a MedicineYou Should Hav9 tita Best
Have you ever stopped to reason why
is that so many products that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
of sight and are soon forgotten?
The
reason is plain the article did not fulfill
the promises of the manufacturer. This
applies more particularly to a medicine.
A medicinal preparation that has real
curative value almost sells itself, as like
an endless chain system the remedy is
recommended by those who have been
benefited, to those who are in need of it,
A prominent druggist says "Take for
example Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Rooa
preparation I have sold for many years
and never hesitate to recommend, for ia
almost every case it shows excellent
as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has so large a
sale."
According to sworn statements and
Verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
is due to the fact,
so many people claim, that it fulfills almost every wish in overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments; corrects urinary troubles and neutralizes the uric
acid which causes rheumatism. '
You may receive a sample bottle of
Swamp-Roo- t
by Parcels Post.
Address
Dr. Kilmer A Co., Binghamtori, N. Y.,
and enclose ten cents; also mention this'
paper. Large and medium size bottles
for sale at all drug stores.Advertisement

it

t,

Catastrophe.
the day on which my

A

Peck

On

wed-

ding occurred

Heck (Interrupting) You'll pardon
me, old man, but calamities "occur."
Marriage balls and receptions "take
place."
Peck That being the distinction,
!
we'll let what I said stand.
Naturally Qualified.
"What makes you think your boy
Josh will be a good Jazz performer?"
l,
"Because," answered Farmer
"he can stand most any kind
of n noise without getting nervous."
.

Corn-tosse-

You'll Smile Too
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Cuticura Soap
The Velvet Touch
For the Skin
Sua 25c,

Oiatmant 25 ana

59c Taken 25c
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Roy Harding County, New Mexico, Saturday, February,
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NOTICE
STOCKMEN NEED ORGANIZED EFFORT TO MEET PROPatrons of Rural Routes
BLEMS
By
direction of the Post Office
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 20
postmasters throughout
Dep't..
"Livestock growers of New Mexcountry have recently made
the
ico are in greater need of
an inspection of the rural routes
gh organization and organized from their offices. The purpose
effort than ever beforee, in or- was that they might ascertain
der to meet the pressing problem by personal observation and
of the day," said T. E. Mitchell, make report whether the roads
president of the New Mexico used were in eood condition for
Cattle and Horse Growers' As- travel, the routes well arranged
sociation, in a statement given boxes properly erected, so as to
out at the headquarters of the be easily reached by the carriers
without difficulty and without ob
Association here today.
structing travel, the earners ser
"Our organization has already ving their routes as officially
accomplished much for the mem- prescribed, the schedule observed
bers and the industry," Mr. Mitc- land whether families served were
hell said, "but we are in a posi- satisfied with the service render
tion to do more during the years ed, or there were improvements
immediateley ahead, both be- which could be suggested in the
cause there are definite things interest of the patrons or the
to be accomplished which can on- department.
It became necessary, in conly be handled successfully thronection
with the inspections, to
ugh organized effort.
request many patrons to take accattaxation
of
In the matter
tion to the end that their boxes
tle growers must stand together might conform with the regulanot lor Dnvilege. but ior equauiy tions as to kfod, condition, lora-tioand for a rate of taxation and a
or heighth, and in having
valuation of livestock under wh-ir- h the name of the owner plainly
the industry can exist. This printed on them. Also to, bring
is for .the welfare of the whole to the attention of road overseers
community. We have before us or other responsible persons the
for a fair freight need for improvement in roads or
the strue-srlrate. We have our part to do in repair or construction of culverts
create a new market for our or bridges.
It is the desire of the Dep't.,
products and enlarging old marand
its purpose, to provide adeof
relations
kets. We have the
quate and convenient service, so
federal
the
with
the stockmen
far as may be possible, to all per
aid agencies to look out for. In sons residing in rural communia word, this is the cowman's ties, but this end can not be attime to realize on organized ef- tained without the full coopera- fort and to that we hope to see tion of the patrons in the efforts
the coming convention at Las of postmasters and carriers to
Vegas in March the biggest in serve them promptly, regularly
our history. Present prospects and satisfactorily.
Whatever facilities the work
are that it will be.
of the carier is of direct benefit
to the patrons, for the greater
EIGHTH GRADE ITEMS
the case and speed with which a
The basketball game between earner may cover his route the
Roy and Tucumcari which was earlier and better the service ren
to be held last Saturday was pos- dered.
poned. The game will be held
So, patrons of rural delivery
this Saturday.
can greatly help themselves by
The ranks for the week are as helping their carrier, seeing to it
follows:
that roads are kept in good conIvan Johnson 1st., Aurel Young dition and promptly opened after
'2nd., Dessie Gilstrap. 3rd.
storms, by keeping the approach
Don't forget the game Satur- es to their loxes clear, and by
day. Admission 25.
promptly and willingly . correct
,'
.... ;
,,,
..
ing any- irregularities affecting
Let Dr. Murdoch care for your their boxes when asked to do so,
dental worries during the week
Another great assistance that
of March 6th., to 11th. He wil patrons can render carriers is by
be in Roy on these dates at the keeping themselves supplied with
W. G. Johnson home.
and using stamps instead of plac
mg unstamped mail, with money
GREEN MANURES ADD OR- for the purchase of the required
GANIC MATTER BUT MAY postage, m the boxes. This de
lays-thcarrier and sometimes
BE BEST TO FEED CROP
imposts a great hardship on him
Most soils in the arid south- especially in cold or stormy weatwest are in need of organic mat- her. If preferred, stamped envelopes, either printed or plain,
ter. This deficiency exists un- may
be obtained fro:.: the cararid
dry farm rier, are
der both irrigation
of good quality, rv.i cost
agriculture. Green manures may but little more than the value of
be used to supply this organic the stamps upon them, and are
matter altho in mos cases it is redeemable at the value of the
best to feed the crop and apply stamps if damaged, but returned
in practically whole condition.
the manure.
By feeding the crop and apply: If necessary to place money in
ing the manure, the organic mat a box, it should Iks put in a coin
receptacle or be properter can be placed where most holding
needed, save the Agronomist of ly wrapped so as to be easily
the New Mexico Agricultural picked up by the carrier.
Money for the purchase of mon
College. With green manure
ey
orders should not be left in the
the heaviest tonage is produced
carrier and a receipt obtained
the
and
humus
where the plant food
boxes, but should be handed to
is needed least, while a relatively
Sincerely yours,' .
small crop will be produced on
II. H. Bilany.
the poorer spots. By feeding Fourth Ass't Postmaster General
the crop approximately four-fiftof all potash, phosphoric
ROAD BOND WILL BE OFFER- and nitrogen fed is recovered ED FOR SALE BY TREASin the manure, most of which can
URER MARCH 3
be Saved and applied to the land
if the manure is properly rared Santa Fe, Feb. 11: An issue
'
for.
of $1,000.000 in road bonds will
The proper time to tura un- be offered for sale by State Trea
der a green cixp is when it is in surer C. U. Strong on March 3.
bloom, for at this time the max- These bonds will be
year,
interest. This is
imum amount of organic matter bearing 5
will be produced. Rye, cow peas half of the total authorized by
San Luis valley peas or some oth- the voters in the. special electhe
er legume are usually used. The tion on September 30, when perto
was
amended
constitution
may
crop
main
be
peas
the
cow
the issue ' without further
or they may be used to. follow mit
vote of the people.
a small grain. In the latter in- direct
stance the yield will be less, but
;t
ABOUT PURE MILK
the proportionate cost will be
about the same.
Certain persons in this commu
The following costs of green nity, for mercenary reasons have
manure crops are estimated on made statements that De Laval
$90, irrigated land in the vicin- Clarifiers have been proven to
ity of the College. They may be le "fakes,", and that said Clariapplied to other sections by mak- fiers seperate cream from milk.
ing the necessary adjustments We wain them not to persist in
for differences in price of land these untrue statements and we
also warn the creneral oublic to be
and type of farming.
Cow peas $25.50 2.4 tons' $10.-C- 2 careful and to inform themselves
milk
Rye $25.70 3tons $8.56 San as to the source of their
we
intervals
regular
supply.
At
Luis valley peas $26.20 3 tons shall, through the columns of
$8.73.
this paper, explain how milk,
- These costs would indicate that
which you buy for your baby, is
organic matter should be added the worst disease oarrier knewn,
ither bjr feeding the crop'har- - ahd should be clarified or pas- vestcdor pastured,, firn here ,mn- - iteurizecL.
E. EUSÉY COMPANY,
"'pcxa rcnyLx 'fc'V'í.! cncíiper ií
'"
'.should bfrusüdT' saéi
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With a big portion of Roy's
population at the Logan Celebration, news is rather scarce arouElections may come and go, pol nd the old town this week.
itical promises may be kept or
broken, taxes may be raised to
Now really don't you think
the point of confiscation; labor that Mr. Burleson looks like a
and capital may have their disagreements; but when the farm- real business man. Anyway he
er and operating industries are makes a good general managercrippled by the combined inter and we know he beats S. E. Paxference of labor leadrs, law mak ton anyway.
ers, political agitators and theo- The Harding County Developists, look out. When the wheels
er has moved across the street
of industry stop, even the
cannot make collection. from its old quarters at the
Moral; Stand for sound condi- County Seat in to the. Dyche
tions and reduced taxation which Building where it will be comforwill encourage industrial activi- tably located in the future.
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IN- -

tax-gather- er

Mr. Farmer

n,

j

ties.

IF you have grain for sale, see
Elevame at Mesa
tor. Cash paid on delivery.
Co-operati- ve

IRA BERNSTORF

!

Concrete road from Las Cruces
The County Treasurer mailed
to state line to be completed this out the tax notices this week
year.
and the first half will be delinResidents of this quent March 15tL, so if you do
Villanueva
place have subscribed $5,000 to not want to pay penalty from
build a new school.
December 1st., on the first half
Santa Fe Brick plant at state be sure and pay it before March
penitentiary produced 2,000.000 15th.
common brick last year.
Golden Burg 3 foot vein of
The Jury Commission of Hard
$200 ore opened on Black Gold ing County met at the Courtproperty.
house last Monday and made
Silver City Silver Mountain the jury list for the coming term
Mines Co., to build a 50 ton mill. of court of this County. Two
Aztec

CHANGED HANDS
i

rthe equipment of the CITY.
will in the future conduct
and
SHOP
TAILOR
this business so that a real service will be rendered the people of Roy and vicinity in this line.
The shop has employed Mr. Clarence Jenkins
to handle the cleaning, pressing and dying line.
Mr. Jenkins has had years of experience in this
business and is capable of doing everything in
this line in a first class manner.
I have taken ove

--

-

'

--

.

City Tailor Shop
J. B. WOODWARD, PROPRIETOR

F. HENRY

COMTRMCTOll
Cement, Stucco and Plasterer
ROY, NEW MEXICO

.

hs

a-c- id

here.
Roswell Bondurant Cotton Co
with capital $50;000 organized
here.
Superior BuildAlbuquerque
ing Co., has started construction
on three California type bungalows.
The POL ranch 45 miles south
east of Deming sold for $108,000.
I
AnthonV' Work begun on sta
to highway between here and
Mesquite.
Val Verdo Develop
Socorro
ment Co., making good progress
with La Joya No. 1 well 17 miles
north of here.
Farm Bureau
Las Cruces
Marketing Ass'n to build cannery, cold storage plant and
increase capacity of sweet potato curing house.
Raton Placer deposits along
Willow Creek will be operated or
large scale this summer.
Roswell Drilling in five oil
wells in Pecos Valley under way.
Rosenwalds de
Albuquerque
partment store to spend $50,000
:
on improvements.
owners
Las
petition to have two more miles
'
of street paved.
Clovis Railways Ice Co., to
spend .$100,000 on improvements
to plant, will increase- storage
capacity to 5600 tons.
Santa Fe $450,000 to be spent on forest reads in state this
;

Dodds Motor & Electrical

,.

Co.

10-3- 0'

Vegasr-rPrppert-

.

-

Is now in full operation j we are prepared to do all kinds
of Automobile, Tractpr and Electrical work.
Come in and let us figure with you on

that job, no mat-

ter how small or how large. We will contract your work
any

w

ay you wish, by the hour or by the job.
..

Ford .and Chevrolet parts
also for your oils and greases.

'

"

5

AUTO LIVERY
If you have any trading

blood in you come in and see us.

Vaughn Eight oil companies
preparing to develop thcii holdings in this section.
Vausrhn-Ownof large iron
deposits near this place contemplate locating iron furnaces and
steel plant here.
More than five billion dollars
are invested in electric utilities.
In the past ten years our population has increased slightly less
than 15 per cent while the number of electric customers has increased more than 250 per cent,
the amount of electric energy
used has increased over 300 peí
cent.
1,000.000 acres in New

Gerald L Dodds, Mgr.

,

i

ndpoint. It was pointed out at
the meeting that it would not at
nt the most increase taxes more
than 3 mills which is almost
when it comes to dollars for taxes and the better
school facilities the community
will receive; The bonds no doubt
will carry tomorrow by a snbstan
rial majority and a fine $20.000
S30O00 school hous" will be
'uilt in the County Seat this
summer.

t

CANDY SOCIAL
The candy social given by the
Domestic Arts Class of the Harding County High School last Fri
day evening was fairly well attended and, a nice program listened to by those present. Af-

ter the 'program, Auctioneer
Johnson sold the numerous boxes
3f candy to the highest bidders
and the Class realized a nice sum',
for their evenings work which
will be used to purchase some
needed furniture for their sew-- (
ing room.
Cut out the toothache ; Let
look after your dental
troubles March 6th., to llth.
when he will be in Roy.
Dr-Murd-

year..---

ers

Headquarters for all kinds of electrical supplies,

names

seventy-fiv- e

.

:

nfvvofwl'1r"rlr'',''"'""'a''',l'ft,
IS.

Gas Co., hundred and

&

.

Orders taken for tailor made clothing and
guaranteed to suit the customer.

e

Aztec Oil

encounter strong flow of gas es from the different precincts of
timated at 8,000,000 feet in their the County were placed in the
No. 2 well.
jury drawing wheel by the ComSanta Fe Definite plans un mission and the grand and pettit
der way for new $200,000 addijuries will be drawn from these
tion to state house.
names by the County Clerk and
Gallup
Santa Fe R. It. to
spend$600,000 on yard trackage Sheriff within the next few
here and double tracking line be- weeks. The Jury Commission
is compostd of R. E. Alldredge,
tween Perea and Gallup.
Gallup Harvey House system J. II. Liebert and Filberto Galléto pend $150,000 on addition to eos. The first term of District
Court will be held at the Court
El Navajo hotel.
Las Cruces Mesa Leon Oil Co House the first Monday in April.
lets contract for drilling another
A mass meeting was held at
shallow well here.
New Mexico Bankers' Ass'n the school house in Mosquero
hold convention at Las Vegas in last Saturday to discuss the coming bond issue which will be votSeptember.
ad on from different standpoints,
ol
State to issue $1,000,000
Highway Bonds, being one hali but a portion of the county adof the amont authorized at last joining Mosquero on the north
'
'
election.
hd northeast. Old Bradley and
capiOil
Co.,
District 59 seemed to be partly
Santa Fe Black
talized for $1,000,000 organized against the issue from a tax sta-

.

I

1922.

2.?,,

Mexkr

r

Department of the Interior.
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Santa
New Mexico, January 27,

1922:

''Is

.

..

.'

.NOTICE is hereby given that
Albert O. Rainbow ,of Mills, New
Mexico who, on October 2, 1917
made Addl. Homestead entry.
No. 033293 for SSWU ; SWVL
SE Vi ; Sec 24 NwUNEU ; N14N
WViSec 25 Twp 21 N Range 24 B
N. M. V Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before-F- .
II. Foster. U. S. Commissioner
at Roy, Harding County. New
Mexco, on the 14, day of March,
1922.

Claimant names as witnesses:
acn be irrigated from the Colora- - A. I. Day, G. C. Till, A. E. Lusk,
Lda River mi it's tributaries.
and A. R. Berentz, all of Mills,
Helena Mining Nrv Mexico.
Las Cruces
I Co., capitalized for $1,500,000
A. W. larger;,
with prr.ciprf office
register.
here.

Fhe Spanish- - American, Roy. Har dinar County. New Mexico, Saturday, February, 25, 1822.
now cief clerk and assistant sup- TEXAS-NEMEX. HIGHWAY sing thru.the. towns of Plainview cantilever make arching1 grad- -.
and other towns in Texas, then ually to the center of the bridge.
Continued from page one.)
erintendent at Mrs. De Frees ofthru Curry, Quay, Harding, CoIt is guaranteed to hold eighty
fice at the Court house.
and. we would like to comment on lfax and Taos Counties New Mex- tons.
The bridge is reached by
The meeting held at the school each but it would take a column
ico. grade on the north end
long
a
house Saturday afternoon was of news space to give each talk
The colors of the Association ad thru a deep rock on the south
well attended. The voters from proper credit. We must comall over the district came in to ment on the remarks of Charles are white and blue and the mar- end and is by far the greatest
put forth their reasons pro and Springer Chairman of the State kings will be of those two colors bridge in New Mexico and among-thlargest in the west and cost
has reached the very heart of con against the proposed bond Highway Commission who so'mnd the emblem will be a large
N under one wing of the 8143,000. The federal GovernWe returned from Logan rath- the Rocky Mountains in it's most issue
T
with
that will be voted upon in beautifully pictured the scenery
er the worse for wear and tear wonderful and picturesque mood. this district
ment paid one half of the cost,
next Saturday. Some
(he
but still in the ring.
state one fourth and Quay
valleys,
gems
towering 'omoosition is: offered to the issue reno Valley, the Taos Valley and
of
'
Little
.
x
i
route
will
give
The
County
one fourth.
snow
torpeaKs,
covered
roaring
Judge J. F. Smith who was
and they started their reasons other picturesque places Mr,
of east-er- a
After the. dedication ceremonbrought to the Daniel's Hospital rents and bubling brooks, the for opposing same at this time Springer stated that the scenery an outlet for the peopleMexico
to ies were ended the crowd of pronorthern New
is a very bad condition with an home of the mountains trout, al- with earnestness, force and clar- of New Mexico and especially westand
country
will also bably 2000 or more made its
Texas
but
unmost
yet
and
as
untouched
issue
ity.
favoring
Those
the
attack of double pneumonia is
the places mentioned were far
set forth with equal vigor and moro grandeur than those of give the people of west Texas a way back to Logan where the
now rapidly recovering and hopes tainted by the track of the
to be up and about within a sho- rushing tourists and the
the great good that would accrue Colorado and that the famous good road to the mest beautiful afternoon and evening was spent
dom
Green
of
of
Out
Great
the
to the community by the build- Garden of the Gods of Colorado scenery of New Mexico and an in listening to music by the
rt time.
band which by the way
ing of proper school facilities was duplicated many times in excellent place to spend their
set forth by the various speakers Doors.
among
summer
vacation
the
furnished
the music for the
prodeclared that they had been misnorthern New Mexico. Governor cool
Old cliff dwellings where man and arrangements tor the
breezes
of
mountain
this
Tuesday evening a
On
of
wuw
Association
told
informed heretofore and would thnnnnH nf
Mechem
the
uaiiBpoiuiuuii vi uk
ncm livod and
grand ball was given by the peocertainly support te measure on died and practiced a commum-tic- e ren to the school house and sho- the plans of the Highway depart- great state, where fishing is
and the scenery among ple of Logan to the many visiwed by figures from the County ment and the manner in which
election day.
form of socialism long before
A deal was consr.mated Mon- the time of our modernsocialists. Assessors' office just how little money was being raised and the the most beautiful in the world. tors.
This highway will shorten the
Roy in accepting the meeting
day morning which the partner- The home of the modern agricul- the real increase in taxation will way it was being expended.
route
New
from
Texas
west
to
place
for the next conevntion has
was
then
standing
be.
vote
A
ship heretofore existing between tural Indians who long before
Game Warden Gable told of the
Messre Root and Aibertson was the time of the Spanish Conquis taken to try out the sentiment wonderful fishing opportunities Mexico'fonn 50 to 100 miles of ' undertaken a big task but fl-we
n f f 'in nanr-Tfo
rif
Mira
dissolved. Mr. Root purchased tadores lived in great apartment of the votors and the probable re of northern New Mexico and also more.
Convention
adjourned
at
will
occasion
to
town
The
the
fhp
arise
ci'pnt
Hnn
wnvlr
a
of
election
suit
and
'nf
favor
the
te iterests of Mr. Aibertson and linn!is three and
ht
opinion so overwhelmingly, 1 is Department. State Highway nA- J1- Tuesday to meet at the and make it one of the most
will carry on the business of ed- and laid
great
sj s- - able
.;.5f;,
expressed that it is practica
iting and publishing the Harding terns
Engineer Gillette spoke on thefa ?f the Board of Directors, wonderful road meetings ever
are the wonder of the
but just before adjourning the held in New Mexico. We can excarry
, that
ni.
will
bonds
certain
the
...
nf the rwovWnt
that
County Developer alone in the moaern
i.
j
, ,
..
...
engineer, lenaeu nía iiei- - v,uu .
,
n, - f ""
WCH tft
T,.
t hsv pect at least 2000 visitors and
TW.Í
U"1U9
future and Mr. Abertson has re- ris rmnnfirt-iirpuoumy,
L"u
tiaraing
staling
tnai
lm notterv and
nrvssihp
tVia nannla Tvlin
a
j.:n
as
as
mark- - probably many more. PlainviRfinii
fin
the
m
hatrli.'
j
v.
,;.. 14-- cumJ UnnUnli.
II Ull
"
turned to his business interests wove ins
iiu i iw t hi f , SUIlilUeU
lO.itl
'
.
,
,. . Will IHIUUM- "ing and logmg
uKUiivcia tint
...
uiak ,rjeen , i, vi niv.
uuui
oí
y
highway.
ew Chamber of Commerce will
the
(,'J uie
De
at Mills.
puui
entirely
across
uuuuuui
Hunt
the
science and inventions of our
adjournment the dele- send their boy scouts band of
After
reasons
ing;
hearing
the
after
county
no
and
the
doubt
Over
What a wonderful oportunity modern civilizations and the quaPaul Kingsbury happened 'ir--M Highway. He stated that gates were taken texthe big bri- 40 pieces ; Tucumcari no doubt
for descriptive literature will he int nooks and comers where lit tn Mr.
nrriflpnf
on
thaf wViilp it. - ft. WstS JiO flflO nv mnm wnnlrl dge across the Canadian about wil no doubt send her boy scouts
offered the man who gets us the tie blocks of old Spain has been
west of toTi where the band, and we have been assured
list of attractions that will be lifted up some three hundred suited in but slight bruises and.; be. spent on the lower end of the fri
dedication
cereemomes large delegations from practicale,
alikeibnd-found on the new highway just years ago and set down in the scratches by rare good fortune, highway this year and
principal
held..
ly every town on the highway
The
sum
probably
sp?nt
and
annually
peculiar
was
somewhat.
laid out. Why he couldn't exag- heart of the new world, where, that
made by Prof. Kent, and it is up to Hoy to get busy
was
atil
project
completed
the
was
dangerous.
I
you
While
litterly
back
!fs ot
tura
can
the
. A.
'
érate if he wanted to. The real
..' .1.1. now
i
"res.
the A. and M. College ngnt
tvavplinonuiKing preparations
,?c lwv; i'cvoRs the c.ñv.iiiv.
in th Mv
Af tlJ
Vil
scenes are so far in excess of
KÍ
''Music was 7
address,
told for tha convention for it will be
Lawrence near the small brid-- f
furnished th vn m.'t who m a masterful
nan's ability to describe that hundred years and peer into the- er
ví
Liie ileal, vvuriv cum j;yv)u mat something just a little bigger
evening
by
ge
Tucumcari's
town
east
.the
fa
of
a
sneed
at
var
vx.
muse ui s iiicu, iitvvc
the most vivid imagination, the sceiR's
will be accomplished from the than Roy has ever pulled off.
most eloquent paited word, pict- been preserved in the very heart iously estimated at from 30 to 40; J'lous orchestra and which added uniting
of the nation by the gre
,Now for a rousing covention
to
'much
entertainevenings
the
per
miles
hour, the car struck! a
ures are the most gaudy painted of our great bustling American
system
of highways ; at the in September 1922 everybody is
at
Tiicuinent.
Zinn
of
Senator
very
rough
place,
skidded
ex
you
and
can
where
and
canvas absolute! v falls below the continent
GO-close of his address he introduced
real scenes as they unfold them- - plore and discover to your hearts .Struck the bridge in such a fash - ar acted as shairmari and in Gov. Mechem to whom was given with uc, "LET'S
r s
fiin
troduced
adding
iv
J
J
speaker
nvi
ttt
ion
eash
that Paul was thrown from
selves to the eyes of the wonderaim iiiiu wiucuuiig new,
honor of dedicating the brid- Dr. Murdoch, the dentist, will
ing tourists as they first enter something more wonderful than the rear seat of the car to the just a little wit with each intro- the
.. j. . j.
11.
11.'
Tl. be in Roy from March
Í
ge
puouc.
use
to
tne
vi
uie
me
6th.r to
the state on the Eastern bound- you ever imagined possible in ground wi th considerable force. duction.
were
short
to
Governor's
remarks
your
11th.,
'
for
care
dental,,
cal
The
again
organization
Just
was
how he managed to pass but
ary and pass over the great pas- the very land that had a thrivand in his ad troubles. See hi mat the W. G.
point
to
the
but
led
to
Tuesday
morning
by
over
order
the
side
of
the
with
and
ing
European
car
had
with
tures dotted here
there
settlement and
he stated that the comple Johnson home near the Christthe ranch houses until they reach firmly implanted the tenents of the top up and suffer no worse President Harrison and the re- dress
of,
this bridge was one of ian Church.
tion
ports
injuries
committees
of
is
considerably of a mysthe different
the foot of David Hill and com- the Christian Religion almost a
pieces Of work of the
great
the
read and improved. The consti- mence to assend the first step of quarter of a century before the tery.
Highway
Department.
Batteries refilled with distilled
State
the great Rockey mountain sys- - landing of the Pilgrim Fathers,
Abbott, Rov Mills, Solano and tution calls for a board of nine
bridge
700 feet long water at Service Garage free of
The
is
of
directors
officers
the
the
and
tern. Climbing a thousand feet The oldest part of our Great
Mosouerowere all well reDresent- '
' v
'
125 feet high and is of the charge.
,
the plair jjelow theji come jntry and yet to the wondering ed by numerous prominent citi Association are elected from th and
out on the great 'mesa that
thfe newest jpart of this zens at the meeting of the Co- board. The officers electer for
tches away tá.fhe North and continent a hitherto u7..discover-tH- e lorado and Texas highway Asso- the year of 1922 arevas follows;
T. E. Mitchell of Albert N. M.,
distance an4 even the jveiy led, except by the select few,
ciation, the Atlantic
'
seem to add additonal ithly paradise, that as soon as its Association and the Fort to Fort President; W. E. Harrison of
'pep' to their movements as they fame is property advertised by Highway Association meeting Hereford, Texas, First Vice Pres.
inhale the puré f ree air that cool the .oncoming rush of tourists, and the dedication of the inew E. Gallegos of Gallegos, N. M.,
t.
ed by snows on the far away mo will make the hitherto over ad- bridge at Logan which " took Second Vice Pres. ; J. W. Corn of
untains rushes ; to meet the on- vertised scenic splendors of Co-- piare in our neighboring iity the Tucumcari, N. M., Third Vice
President; O. M. Warrender of
coming tourists until he takes off oradó and California assume the zuth., and 21st.
his hat, throw- out' hís: chést ir true proportion, and .value as
.. Most successful' business-''had 'about Q, ..Mosqueroi 15 Logan, N, M., Secretarj'-Trea- s
men ,owe their.;' success to 'the
urer; John Boswell of Plainview,
and all uncounaious of the fact nferioi to the greater scenic gra- or 20, Mills about the
Savings Account llabit"" ','
'
cegms to really enjoy the ozone pdeur put lesser.: known region ber from the country, adjacent to Texas. Publicity Director;; L. IL
that sweeps dovfh fronl the hlou- - that is at last to be opened up these town. Everyone was a Brock of Abbott, N. M., F. Si
CULTD7ATE IT EARLY IN LIFE
rtain region. Across the mesas by the building of this Texas Booster nd proved to, the con- Brown of Roy.'N. M., and W.
and along the "great fields '"'of New, Mexico Tiighyvay that con- - vention that the mesa wanted P, Mealeey of Mosqüro, N. Mi,
. Deposit a dollar or two each week and see how rapidly it
v,
beans and wheat, the pastures, nects with every important high- - the Highway and we got it too. directors.
'
will grow.
The finance committee reportof stock and dairy cattle and the way in this part of the country.
prosperous homes of the pioneers
TSay; thiSt Logan bridge is sure ed that, the following assess- We will open an account with you for as low as $1.00
until again he drops down into The Copien family were made, a cracker jack but when about a nients had been made against all
happy
Monday
by
the
return
of
the irrigated' valleys of the moun
people are walking a towns on the highway for the
We PAY 5 PER CENT INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS
Copien from the Plumlee thousand
marking and logging
tain region in fact where just a- Mrs.
cross it and, trying to keep step purpose--oground every, corner he comes intis Hospital at Roy where she had to a band and .the ..bridge two the highway and incidental ex'
'
NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE
', .'.'""
view of the semingly impossible undergone a serious operation. tries to keep step then you penses
return
She
to
her hom much will wonder where you got
spot that is still a little nearer
the Towns of a population of 100
;
a nerfect terrestial Daradise improved in héalt.
drink, anyway several thought or less an assessment of $25.00
t ..Towns of a population
of 500
than the last, a little- minature' Mrs. Nanalee Kingsbury is so Tuesday noon.
or less an assessment of $50.00.

garden of Eden resting in the
laps of the towering mountains
scenes that make the much
Garden of the Gods of
Colorado seem paltry and insignificant and the famous ,Yose-mit- e
Valley of Calif omia but a
basé and futile imitation and one
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BANK OF ROY

-

Capital and
Surplus

..Towns of a population'of 1000
or less an assessment of $75.00.
Towns and cities of over 1000
population an assessment of $100

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
v..

Everything you need in the line of

They also recorrimend that 50
of the amount be paid within
30 days; and the ballance when
the rout was markéd and logged
to the town. A list of all towns
paying 'said assesesment and
those refusing to pay said assessment will be read at the next

regular meeting of .the Associa'
!
tion.
Thé Hnjtúttee on resolutions
reported and a copy of the re-- ,
solutions as adopted by the Association will appear i4 peit weeks
paper.
The next thing of .importance
brought up was the choosing of
the next meeting place '' of the
Association. , Mayor Floersheim
v

;

Drugs
Chemical

.

'

A fine line of Candies, Cigars

and lobacco
I.

tatest magazines
on sale at our
news-stan- d

Ice cream, Soda

and hot drinks at
the fountain '

The Roy Drug Store
.

M. D. GIBBS, Prop.

$36,000.00

of Roy , in &. féw Well ; chosen
words proposed that Ke next,
meeting be held at Roy :1 short
talks regarding" the" advisability
of naming Roy ás thé next meeting place were made by F. S.
Brown and W. G; Johnson. :
Secretary John Boswell placed
the name of Plainview, Texas as
the next meeting place before
the Association; Senator T. E.
Mitchell moved that Roy be chosen, and Plainview withdrew her
name and. Roy was unanimously
chosen as the next meeting
'
place.

The date for the meeting will
probably be. the first week in
September, but the naming of
the time for th- - convention was
left to the Board of Directors.1
The name adopted for the
highway was the Texas New
Mexico Highway begining at
present at Plainview, Texas pas- -

The Roy Garage
which

is known as the

Beck Motor C

,

Acetylene Welding

Batteries Repaired

,

Vulcanizing
General Aqto nad Tractor Repairing
Full Line Accessories
..
Tires Tubes, Oils and Gas
AH

;1

Work Guaranteed.

Heyen & Bowman, Mgrsi
in and let us figure with you tn your
Tractor. We will come out and puQour ca
Come

in.

Phone No. 8 W.

;:.

The

I. C. DODDS

Spanish-America-

Roy Harding County, New Mexico, Satrrday, February, 25, 1922.

n,

NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF
ACTION

FARMERS
PROBLEMS

UNDERTAKER
And
LICENSED EMBALMER
By A. W. Drake, Mosquero, N.M.
Full line of Caskets ahváysq on
hand, also suits and dresses.
There is a great open field for
Calls answered day or night
fanners
and common people, bePhone No. 58
sides
fármeres
there are armies
Roy, N. Mex.
Foster Blk.
of bankers, .merchants,, newspa
per men, ministers and people
in nearly every walk of life that
are real fraternal brothers, the
friend or stranger that we meet,
that looks at us from his soul
the one that has the smile or
how do you do, that everyone
loves, there are only a sprinkling of the sarcastic class, or in
other words, the peoplethat. are
Dates at this office.
not real friends to humanity.

State of New Mexico)
)SS
County of Harding)
In the District Court Thereof,
Eighth Judicial District.
C.

J. Volimer and Paul Vollmer,
as Vollmer Brothers,
Plaintiffs,

'...,--

Beck, trading as Beck
tor Company,

J.

V.

Mo- -

No.

Geo E. Cochrane
THE

Defendants,

First National Bank of Roy, a cor
poration, and Wolcott L. Russel,
Garnishees,
Irvin Ogden, Sr., Grace V. Ogden
and fidelity Security Company.

AUCTIONEER
Mills, N. M.

POPULAR

OPINION

.

Interveners.
"

3-

-

Ty OPULAR opinion is the expression of the
masses. It is the guiding hand behind!

19-2- 2,

VS.
'

ings, miscellaneous Fenders, 2
Goodrich tires, two Fish. O. S.
plain Tread, two used Ford Tractor wneels. solid tread, 1 tire
rack, Miscellaneous Fordson Trac
tor .repairs, and parts, Ford
Truck Repairs and parts, Auto
repairs and parts, accessories.
And said defendant is further
notified that unless he enters,
his appearance herein on or before the 10th., day of April,
judgment will be rendered
him be default and his
said above described property
which is attached sold to satisfy the same.
Tha,t the name and post office
address of plaintiffs' attorney,
is W. R. Holly, Springer, New
Mexico.
WITNESS; my hand and the
seal of said court of Mosquero,
Harding County, New Mexico.
th'? 18th., day of February,

A

Government

action.

Popular opinion summcned delegates to the

.

Disarmament Conference

;

slashed naval

expends-iture-

s

and scrapped battleships.
Popular opinion frowned cn Government extravagance and officials halved their budgets- -

The above named defendant, J.
YV. Beck, is hereby notified that
Some of the few spend sleepPoplar opinion has become economical,, conless nights trying to study some the above entitled action has 1922.
been commenced by the above
servative and thrifty. Can the individual dov
scheme to get the money that
a
C.
Anderson,
Ernest
you have worked hard for, vvith-i"a- u
less than follow these precepts?
curiV general oojects ofI
lhave taken the agency for out any hard manual labor on fe"cf
Clerk of said court.
one of.the strongest Fire Insuto vcc9
a
differ-!fh,:c- h
af1i)n
A Bank Account is the Treasury Department
rance Companies doing business his own part. There are
f
ien
State of New Mexico,. . )
.tJeTI8U
and
ent
modes
methods
classes,
in the State and will be glad to
of the Home. Ycu are its Secretary. Are you
& No
)SS.
ElJht
insure your property against of this bunch, and they seem to
)
County
of Harding
plaintifis
irom
efficient ?
have jewels in their minds but
fire, lightning, tornados etc.
In the District Court of the
upon an account for
Pendant
com-By
poison
!
in
their hearts.
I also insure farm property.
District, in and
ychanchse, Eighth Judicial
re,s anc'
biningour forces of farmers and F5fs'
I appreciate "your patronage.
for. the County of IIard;ng.
F.H. Foster,
Flo?rsheim Mercantile Company
Roy, N. M, common people .and
fraternal order of christian peo- - , , , , , .
Plaintiff,
á corporation,
1 oí
L
p e, we could be in a position to ..
vs.
;
isa wnt of grairshment was
.,
l''ry, N. Mex.
,
Defendant.
i. Pnnr-U- ,
protect eacn omei.
named
sued against the above
A GOOD BANK FOR EVERYONE.
. CO..
We believe as we have often pram&hees. which writ was
d
EXECUTION
that the eye is .the index iec an said garnishees on said 14t-t- o Notice is hereby given that v
soul if we will keep the h., day of November, 1021, and
the
and by virtue of a certain exe
Fancy Comb : Extracted Honey
soul in tuné with the divine love sauJ fWendant is notified that cution issued out of the above en
Fo" sale by the cass
there will be no bad ant cropping unless lie appears herein on the titled Court on the 4th., day of
and iu 5 gal. cans
NOT1CE
unoer aied oats one stack milet about
while we will not live perfect return day as provided in this February, A. D.
you to trad fi r ssi
have
What
Retailed ,by all
jives we believe that we should notice, judgment will be render- - uiugineiii, ana uiucr
bushels corn gathered, ano
Leading Grocers ever try to measure up to the sta ;.j against him and the garmsh-hda- rd, dered m the aliove entitled cause atj)ut 25 acres com,
good automobile?
F. S. lii wx- Italian Bees and. Queens
but we are human and L es, and the effects garnished, on the 81st., day of January Av Dated this 5th., day of Feb
pub- ruary, A. D. 1922.
at
will
I
offer
D.
1922,
that
we
can
years
pass,
months and
disposed of, ? provided by law,
property
George B. Spivéy.
As the days, weeks. to pay said judgment, and the lic sale, the personal
only try.
levied Sheriff, Harding County. New
and
was
attached
vhich
ATTENTION FARMERS
of
full
life
a
on
back
look
notified
only
is
P.O. Box
jsaid defendant further
Springer, New Mex.
upon in the said above entitled
:.
Mexico.
mistakes and blunders. We can that on the said 14th day of
viiiffiv in the hiffhest bidder for F ly-1- 8
Combelt thorobred steek
only say God forgive us and November, 1S21, the sheriff of cath-ihand on the Cth., day of
oiit'of the bes
positively
make new resolutions and bind Harding County under and by March, A. D. 1922, at. the hour
in the U.S.A.. Duroc '
herds
ourselves together in christian virtue of 'a writ of attachment of 10 o'clock A. M. of said day at NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Jersey Hogs, Poland Qiina '
love, instead of being seperated issued in the above entitled, ac- the G. Eumett, ranch about 20
Hogs, all big typa and from "'
by some weak little apostles. tion, levied ' upon and attr.ched miles northeast of. .Roy, of the
ña. sai
Sires weighing-100a
- .'-:
Some we are afraid are : only the interests of the .defendant in county, and state aforesaid,:. the
up. '
Department of the Interior
r'
property
or
dscribed
following
propreal
described
following
or
great
fraternal
Clayany.
hindering
the
I can furnish yoif
the
I am a graduate from the
U. S. LAND OFFICE at
breed Of dairy cattle that
Missouri Auctioneering
School. der that not only lasts while we erty, situate, lying and being, in so much ihereof as may be nec- ton, New 'Mexico..
of
you want, at prices you can
January 18, 1922.
v
I will assure you of service are doing our little bandering Harding County, New. Mexico, to-' - essary toll realize .the sunt
Ninety-rou- r
"
Hundred
'
'
hree
;.c
afford.. NOTICE is hereby given that
i
here but will last while the soul wit:
that brings results.
of judgment x Her Richey of Gladstone, New
amount
100
Dollars
thorobred
in
Fifthe
Get
of
Section
half
except
The north
Will be glad to cry your sale liyes o;i. The bible says
and, Nine & 29100 Dollars interon December 7, 19- for a few dollars,
anywhere at any time.
we become as little children we teen, lownihip" Twenty,' North, est and the amount of Eight' &' léxico,
Applicatfon
prices
are at rock bo- while
Homestead
18
made
cannot, enter, the Kingdom of Range Twenty- - five, East of the i0l00 Dollars costs of said Court
in- make.
torn,
and
yourself, Jttt----.
y
N
No.
02631a
for
se'4
Heaven. V We think sometinys New Mexico Principal Meridian.: action,-anall other costs "since
dependent
in
a few - yeáaa.
Lots Twenty and Twenty-on- e
headstrongness
t:
incurred,
dairy caí- - '
You
Range
28E
need
better
Twp.
23
N,
11
Roy, New Mexico. that there is a
WÁ&
Forty-fiv- e
head of red and red Nií M. P. Mendian nas. JUed no-- j tlq and hogs, and more vS m
that we should rid ourselves of. of Block Ten, of Tyler's Addition
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New Mexico,

The Committee on Constitutional I.istruction of the Nation
al Security League has sent the
State Department of Education a
draft of a Bill which requires
the teaching of the Constitution
of the United States in the public schools of the State.
Thrc3 states in the Union have
accepted this principle and passed a simple law making it compulsory to teach the Constitution
in their schools, Iowa, Illinois
and Michigan. It is the purpose
of the Committee to have such a
law passed in the other firty-fiv- e
states &nd then to ask the educa
tors to secure and institute the
best impression upon school child
ren by charade, play or project
method of reaching the young
mind:
The Constitution has around it
romance, adventure and all the
interesting vents in the history
of our country and can be taught
not as a dry subject, but as one
of great interest. Many radical
groups that now exist will be
either weakened or cease to be

REDUCED PRICE
f

Fordson Tractor

k

F. 0. B. Your Farm

Ready to Work

COUNTY BOUNDARY
SETTLED

LINE
LATION TO HEALTH

The County Commissioners of
Harding and Quay County also
the County Surveyors of the two
counties and the District Attorney met at Logan Wednesday of
this week to settle the boundary
dispute between the two counties
near Logan. In some manner
the clerk in engrossing the final
bill which created Hárding County made an error in the South-er- a
boundary line of the county
throwing Logan into the New
county. It was not the intention
of the bill to include Logan in
Harding County, hence the straightening out of the matter at
Logan, Wednesday.

(By Helen Bair.)
The best food will not make
health v children without attention t Jie whole daily program.
Regular hours, not only for meals
but for going to bed and in the
case of very young or delicate
children, for rest during the day,
enable the child to use his food
to the best advantage. Children need to get to bed early to
rest. Even if they put m the
same number of hours going to
bed late, this is not as restful
for them. Lack of sufficient-res- t
is a common factor in undernutrition. In the morning they
must be wakened in time to eat
breakfast without hurry and to
secure a bowel movement after'

wards.
A shipload of supplies contribu
ted by the people of the south- westand coast states will leave
San Pfdro. Califoraia, on Feb
ruary 28, bound for Batum, the
Black Seaport of Transcaucasian
Uussta. according to word receiv-

Training Children's Appetites.
Normal healthy children have
good appetites. The child who
continually has not should be examined by a physician to find
Often the
out
what it wrong.
just-aespoople
our
understand
the
f
cause is bad feeding or fatigue
oí our Constitution and it's
at the southwestern headquar but it may be some physical deelasticity, if occasions arise to ed
ters of the Near EeaM; Relief in fect which needs special treatamend it.
Pheonix. The relief ship, the ment.
SPRINGER, N. M.
The Committee further asks "Ohioan,"
food and
Good appetites need to be traifor the cooperation of all State clothing for the refugees of ArSuperintendents of Public Instru menia and Southwestern Russia. ned. A child's likes and dislikes
ction and has advised State Sup
Dealers
A cable recently received by are no signs of what he ought
erintendent Conway that his na the relief organization stated to eat. Though they must be takTNI VNIVIHtAl (AM
me has been added to the 'Comthat the arrival of the relief ship en into account and be dealt
SALESMAN At Roy Garage
R. S. WOOD
mittee on Constitutional Instruc- "AHaguash
from Pensylvania, with tactfully. There are many
tion."
occasion
was
for an enthus- ways of interesting children in
the
Mr. Lloyd Taylor, Secretary of
iastic demonstration by the pop- the food they ought to eat
the Committee, in advocating the ulation of Batum.
stories, ideals of health and strproposed bill, adds the following
ength, diversion of their attenSix mining
City officials and all American tion to other things instead of
"In oilier to elevate the quality
We note that an El Paso teg- - I Lordsburg
operating in this dis- - of the franchise of the United members of the population, in- centering on whether they do
was given a jail sentence of
it
present.
States, it is necessary for the vo cluding relief workers and busi- or do not like a particular food
sixty days for asking the Chief
CarrizozQ Another shipment
the rules by ness men, met the vessel on the served them. It is better not to
of Police of that placee for 10 of gold buollion valued at $4.000 ter to understand govrnment
game
which
of
is wharf. The natives paraded consult young children about
the
with which to buy a cup of coffee made from Helena Rae mine.
phiyed; rules which were made with flags and banners bearing
what they would like to have
while a Chicago highwayman
New Mexico's share of the Na- one hcndred and thirty-fiv- e
yea inscription in English and Arwas givene a term of thirty days tional Forest roads fund is $588,-27- rs ago. This is the Constitution. menian, and a holiday was de- but assume that they will eat
what is set before them.
in the city bastil for knocking
Its teachings has been sadly ne- clared to celebrate the event.
It is not wise to force large
glect ed."
down a pedestrian and releiving
The vessel, the cable stated, quantities of distasteful food upNOTICE OF PUBLICATION
had been delayed by heavy stor- on a child. Small portions should
him of his valuables. Instances IN THE DISTRICT COURT
A ms en route and its failure to be allowed and care taken that
PUBLIC
NOTICE
OF
every
day
COUNTY
OF
of
HARDING
of this kind are
SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETarrive had caused grave anxiety the food is prepared as accepta
and lead one to the be . .October Adjourned. Term, A.
to Batum and in the Armenian bly as possible, until the habit of
TO
ING
VOTE
ON
THE
D. 1922,
lief that there is no established
QUESTION
cities
OF
ISSUING
of
where food liking is acquired. One does not
Semonita Garcia de Romero,
supplies
in
SCHOOL
American
BUILDING
orphanages
e
eommensur-atjustice
standards of
excuse a child from washing hia
vs.
BONDS
and other institutions were al- ears because he does not like to
Boaifaeio Romero.
wjth the crime committed.
most enhausted. The vessel's do
No. 52,
it, but urges him on till the
captain
reported that the storms habit is fixed
defendant,
The
said
Bonifacio School District No 14 of Harding
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
experienced on the trip were
County, New Mexico
Romero is hereby notified that
As a foundation for children's
Public Notice is hereby given more severe than any he had desserts, milk is unsurpassed.
a suit in divorce has been comDepartment of the Interior menced against him in the Dis- that a special meeting of the le- been through in twenty-fiv-e
and damaged the ship to Junkets, custards, Rice. Tapioca
U, S. LAND OFFICE at Santa trict Court for
the County of gal voters residing in School years
and bread puddings in great varFe, New Mexico,
Harding- State of New Mexico District No. 14, of Harding Coun such an extent that a two weeks iety have many qualities to comfor repairs was made at
Janaury 20, 1922. by said Semonita Garcia de Ro- ty New Mexico, has been, pur,
mend them for growing children.
NOTICE is hereby given that mero, who by affidavit, does say suant to law and the action of the Azores.
For the child who is not easily
Oscar II. Kidd, of Roy New Mex- that the whereabouts of the- a the County Board of Education
The "Allguash" carried a car- trained to drink milk, it is possiico, who , on, Sept., 2, 1920, hove named defendant is not and the Board of Directors of go of more than five thousand
day's
made homestead entry, No. 0& known, although diligent inquiry Ghis district, called for the same tons of food stuffs, most of it ble to combine the whole
quart
such
in
dishes.
657. for FJi SE,, SWSEtf. and effort has beea made to k wlri be held on Wednesday the contributed by Pensylvania schToday the child may eat bread
C.AT, Í
O
S, 14 SEViSKvi S.15 cate and find, his whreabouts, ts;L. day of March, A. D. 1922 at ool children. Grain donated by
in addition to the cereal, tomorH1J(
xtt.1i
4. NUNEVi. E'sSE that unless he enter or cause to the School House in said District farmers of the middle west was row may be content with less
Sec. 22. NWV.SWtA:
WW be entered hiss appearance m said at which meeting there will be also carried.
than a single slice or not satisNWVl; NEt NWt4; NWVl NÉ su;t on or before the 81st. day submitted to such legal voters
Captain
A. Yarrow, direc- fied with less than two.
E.
tA; Sec. 28 Twp. 18 N. Range f March A. D. 1922, degree the following question :
tor general of the Near East
BREAKFAST, TUESDAY
24 E.. N. M, P.
Meridiar PRO CONFESSO therein will be
'"'Shall the County Board of Relief for the Transcaucasian
has filed notice of intention tt v;jtdered against you. '
Scraped
raw apple or baked
Education in and for the County
through whom the message
Three Year Proof, to establisl
J. B. Lusk, of Harding, State of New Mexi announcing the arrival of the apple or whole raw apple, skin
claim to the land above describ
Roy, N. M. co, borrow money for the pur- "AHaguash" was sent, reported and all, when the child can be
ed, before U, S, Commissioner, at
Attorney for Plaintiff pose of erecting and completing that the big cargo will go only trusted to use his teeth.
Trementina. San Miguel Co N.
C. Ernest Anderson.
one school house within and for a short way towards filling the Whole wheat meal porridge ana
M.. on the 7 day of March 1922.
Clerk. School District No. 14, of the vast npori nf the Arnini.in fam, pastuerized milk. Whole wheat
Claimant names as witnesses:
County oJt Harding ty issuing ine belt. He said that it will lie! oread or toast, pastuenzea duv
Dan Laumbach, J, p. lowery,
honey.
negotiable coupon bonds oí used largely to replentish the al- - ter
Tanlac corrects stomach disor-dei"- the
A. L Burleson, J. L. Corneal all
in the aggregate a-- most exhausted supplies in the or QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
District
the
strengthens the nerves an mount of $5,000
of Roy, New Mexico,
phanages scattered about the dis Note: All questions regarding
T
restored health through its efW. M, BERGERE,
ballot box for the recept- trict and that little will be availa these articles will be answered
The
Register fect on the appeetite and nutri- ion of ballots upon said question ble for more than. 150.000 other
"f
thru these columns sealed and
tion of the body.. Fairview Phar- will b cpeiiei at the hour of 8 destitute people, mostly women addressed to Helen if
Barr, Service
Read the S, A. for the news. macy.
o'clock iu the forenoon of said and children, who are dependent Bureau, 825 Larimer St Denver.
day iu said r'ace and will be opon the relief organization ni Editor.
I
kept cpetf, and will ber closed at this region.
the he ur of 5 o'clock in the after
- The natural,
refreshing sleep
aooa of said day. Ballots to be
s.trengthen-eTanlac
is
ideal
r
the
of a healthy body is enjoyed by
used ia voting upon the question
and bodybuilder for old folks, those who take Tanlac. Fair-viewill bo furnished by; the clerk of
the district to the judges of elec- Fairview Pharmacy. Pharmacy.
tion to be jhy them furnished to
the voters. Each voter voting at
said meeting shall deposit in the

SPRINGER SALES & AUTO
COMPANY
HOY, N. M.

Saturday, February, 25, 1922.

s

will-carr-

Authorized

Repisented by

IIEt SALE Will sell for $1200
soriviU trade, a fine 160 acres of
11 milea east and one sout
cdTffi&ojr. W, II, Reed, Gould, Okla.
N
Have your dvntal troubles re-- '
by Dr, Murdoch who will
1
in Roy from March 6th., to
v we- mm ai Dpiuisvr
i
ywa wish any information before

nuwd

"

Ihí-ít- e

dates,

RENT Two upstaris
wm& will rent loth together or
iS take in seperate boarders,
CiM at the office.
Cappers'
Cappers Weekly.
Household,
All 8 for
anJ
'mer
TVK a year," In clubs with yoiu
farite magazine at special rate
ixjwest club ratea on all leading
ftwigazinea. See or write me for
tjtatog.
tV.Wotul

n

x

i

Roy, N, M.

SALE macaroni spring
fill
Tieat write or see U. Garsina, 7
;

tictes S, W. of Roy,

SEED WHEAT

TR SALE

800 bushels Macargood

io spring wheat test 59
clean wheat,
K, Paxton, Roy, N. M,
VOll

SALE-F- ull

stock

leghorn Roosters
vieh, Mrs. J, H. Mahoney,

VSKMte

a

C.
$1,00

'Eear

1.

the-interio-

r

-

lay-ov-

er

.

-

1

a-r- ea

s,

;

JU?T

Span of mules, lranded
left shoulder. Finder
R, It, Leach, Roy, N, M.
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NOTICE

have sold tuy repair shop ia ail departments a we3 as
aS stoago space ti R A, Peodletoa, Jiv who ill eendutt
1

J

wish to thaak the public foe the por
it in the future
tioa of the busdness whkii has been given me and trust

than 1 have received

a

or more business
I assure you he wiU appreciate it

you will accord Mr, Pendleton

much

F. S. BROWN
A.

f

at

through, the directors of said
School District No. 14 of the
County of Harding, State f New

l

i

ballot box a" biltlot whereon shall
be written the "words ."Fox the
Bonds and the words "Against
he Bonds, and shall indicate his
approval or disapproval of . the
proposition submitted by placing a cross (X)"' opposite the
group f wordá on his ballot
which expresses his choice.
'
No ballot wiS be received by
the judges of electiort unless the
ersoa offering-thsame shall be
a legal voter .residing in said
school district.
"The members, of the district
school board will act as judge of
said election, and should any of
the judges be absent at the opening of the polls the j udges pres-ewili appoint a fegai voter ta
fili, the vacancy.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
the County Board of Education

Mexico has caused

AOCNT FOR CHEVROLET AUTOMOSÍLES AND SAM SON TRUCKS,

this notice

to.

be posted as required by tiw
tfcis the 27th day of January A,

óñey to Loan
Plenty of money available to loan on
well improved real estate;, Long time
.

and reasonable '.fates;

J. B. PrOCtor,

5eul:

k

,

Mills, N. M.

Mosquero Abstract & Title Co.
(Incorporated and Bonded!
ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
LANDS L" HARDING COUNTY.
Insurance of all kinds.
Special attention fiwe to esrarnining: titles.
Conveyances.
Mosti'jutrsy Kew ISexiKk.
...
'

-

iScboet DátricS- -
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THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

MOTHER, QUICK!

GENERAL STRIKE

CALIFORNIA

J1 uüUJbL5

lié)

VOTE ORDERED
COAL

MINERS

ASK

INCREASED

WAGE IN ANTHRACITE

FIELD.

DEMAND SIX HOUR DAY
UNITED

MINE WORKERS ALSO
RENEW REQUEST FOR FIVE-DAY

WEEK.

( Vastara Neinpaper

EflL

fiETEB EÜEDV

Unloo

Nen 8en let. )

Indianapolis, Ind. Renewal of the
demand of union coal miners for a
day, five-daweek, a proposal that was made before the 1919
strike, was adopted by the convention
of the United Mine Workers of America as a part of the policy the union
will seek to have Included In new wage
agreements, effective April 1. Thlf
demand had the united opposition of
the union's leaders, including all district presidents. The convention action
for the shorter working day, however,
was the only radical change In the
wage policy proposed by the union'!
scale committee, which centered the
union's policy proposals toward retaining present basic wages for soft coal
miners and gaining Increases for ansix-ho-

Select your food wisely, chew it well,
and use WRIGLEY'S after every meaL
Your stomach will thank you.

It is both a benefit and a treat good,
and good for you.
And, best of all, the cost is small.

FIG SYRUP

FOR CHILD'S BOWELS
Even a sick child loves the "fruity"
taste of "California Fig Syrup." If the
little tongue is coated, or If your child
Is listless, cross, feverish, full of cold,
or 'has colic, a teaspoonful will never
fall to open the bowels. In a few.,
hours you can see for yourself how
thoroughly it works all the constipation poison, sour bile and waste from
the tender, little bowels and gives you
a well, playful child again.
Millions of mothers keep "California
Fig Syrup" handy. They know a

WARNING

today saves a sick child tomorrow. Ask your druggist for genuine
"California Fig Syrup" which has directions for babies and children of all
ages printed on bottle. Mother I You
must say "CnllfornlaVor you may get
an imitation tig syrup. Advertisement.

Colds-

thracite workers under threat of a general strike.
The strike and wage proposals by
the committee were adopted by unanimous vote.
The strike declaration
however, provided for Its submission
to a referendum vote of the union
membership before any walkout Is
ordered by officials.
benefits.
r
day
In declaring for the
the delegates overrode the commltteo
day
recommendations for an eight-hou- r
underground and also voted down a
proposal limiting actual work time to
seven hours a day.
Bitter criticism of the union's officers was made by delegates In urging
r
day, but sevadoption of the
eral officials took the floor, appealing
for favorable action on the commitdemand. But the deletee's eight-hou- r
r
progates argued that the
posal meant more continuous work and
called on the officers to "carry out
our wishes."
day demand
Whether the
obtains for the anthracite districts wag
It wag
an unanswered question.
pointed out that the anthracite workers were not opposing the proposaL
But eVrybody know.
1
President John L. Lewis said lie was
I
1
T
Tbateince that box of TuItWOm
ary.y
uuable to advise the delegates as to
My fortune' in my clothe.
r
day as affecting anthrathe
cite workers.
' Aside from the action of the
day, the delegates also recorded
an Intention to stiffen up some of the
minor demands recommended by the.
scale committee by substituting "demand" for "recommend," where It appeared In the committee report.
Its other demanda as adopted, InDay.
Thet Post-Wa- r
Movie
and Roads.
cluded the following :
Wisconsin
Representative Frear of
Since the movies came to the mounRemoval of inequitable differential!
tains roads have changed. Last sum- said at a dinner at Milwaukee:
In wages, which would result In In"There has been a lot of talk to
mer I looked about the dusty hall
creased wages in some fields ; pay and
The the contrary, but nevertheless the cost
where the pictures are shewn.
f
for overtime work ; double
keeps
people from my valley were there, of all kinds cf wearing apparel
Sunday
pay
and holiday work;
for
and It was evident that they were unreasonably high.
elmlnatlon of the automatic penalty
sat
at
Milwaukee
banker
rich
"A
the
Whether
theatergoers.
. accustomed
the present agreement promovies are wholly responsible for this luncheon the other day when a ser- claifse of
fining miners or operator!
viding
for
latter miracle, I cannot say, but I do vant entered and said;
man for violation of contracts, and all new
"There's a
to labor at roadbulldlng when the
contracts to obtain for two years, beroad leads only to markets and the at the back door, sir.'
" 'Good !' said the rich banker 'Ask ginning next April 1.
dentist. Celia Harris In the Outlook.
him If he can let me have a secondpair of shoes at a reasonable
One Hundred Horses Die In Fire.
hand
lost
loved
and
to
have
It is better
price.'"
Indianapolis, Ind. The large brick
than to have to pay alimony.
horse barn at the Indianapolis State
Important to Mothers
Without Idealists we never would
Fair grounds here and about 100 valuExamine carefully every bottle of able horses were burned, causing a
have got out of our caves.
reraeay
CASTOKIA, that famous oia
Three
for Infants and children, and see that It loss estimated at $200,000.
horsemen also were burned.
Bears the
Signature of
Slide Hurl Engine 700 Feet.
In Use for Over 30 Tears.
Denver.-'-Fo- ur
trainmen were killed
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria and two were Injured when an avalanche: carried a Denver & Salt Lake
Attention, Mr. Brlggs.
engine 700, feet down the side of a
"I cannot," replied the lad to Old mountain. Moffat road officials deMr. Washington, "tell a lie. I felled 11 clared that the bodies of the four mett
with my little' hatchet. But," he added, were buried under tons of snow and
6 Bell-an-s
with a thriftlness that helped make, rock and that it probably would be Imrichest man, "Inasmuch possible to recover them before spring.
him
Sure Relief as I Virginia's"
did fell it, I should like to sell
v--M
It was asserted that th all probability
wmm mm.
the motion picture "rights to the fell- the giant locomotive never could be reing Incident, under the title, "When a
claimed. According to the statements
ife.
Feiler Needs a Friend,"
25 and 754 Packages. Everywhere
of Engineer Cane and fireman Conway, the engine turned over several
times on the descent.

usual Wrigley's

DYED HER SKIRT, DRESS,

SWEATER AND DRAPERIES
- WITH "DIAMOND DYES"

six-hou-

six-hou-

six-hou-

six-ho-

'5

.

I

six-ho-

one-hal-

second-hand-cloth-

,

Helief
Sure
FOR liSBSGESriOfi

Each package of "Diamond Dyea" contains directions so simple any woman can
dye or tint her worn, shabby dresses,
skirts, waists, coats, stockings, sweaters,
coverings, draperies, hangings, everything,
Buy
even if she has never dyed before.
"Diamond Dyes" no other kind then
perfect home dyeing is sure because Diamond Dyes are guaranteed not to spot,
fade, streak or run. Tell your druggist
whether the material you wish to dye is
wool or silk, or whether it is linen, cotton or mixed goods. advertisement.

Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

Headache
Neuralgia
Lumbago

-

Toothache
Earache

The Silver Lining.

Joseph Letter was talking to a
Washington reporter about the wicked
theft of $500,000 worth of fine wines
and liquors from his country house.
"Oh, well," said the young millionaire plucklly, "this theft will relieve
me of a lot of bores, anyhow.
"Prohibition hadn't been In force
a week when the worst bore In America buttonholed me one morning and
said:
" 'Joe, I hear you've got a magnificent stock stored away in your eel?
lar. Is It true?
"'Oh,' I said, Tve got a little put
by In case of Illness.'
"'Good, very good,' said the bore.
'I'll call every Saturday evening till
further notice to be ill.'"

I

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for

y

Sugar jacket "melts
in your mouth" and
gum center remains
to give you all the

TRY THIS
NEW ONE

GIVE

Accept only

Rheumatism

.Neuritis
Pain, Pain

.

"Bayet" package which contains proper directions.

Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablet

Also bottles of 24 and 1 00 Druggists.
Aspirin la the trade nark of Bajar Manofaetoia of UonoaetUcaclaastar of SallerUeacll

ED. HOWE'S FAVORITE STORY
Well-Know-

Kansas
Editor
Effectual Way
Squelched Bore.

n

Pride in

I

DIVULGED

SECRET OF PAPA'S

Takes Small Daughter of Story Writer Quite
Unwilling to Make Exhibition of

He

Family Skeleton.

E. W. Howe of Kansas has been
something of a traveler. He made a
number of trips abroad and went
twice around the world.
It was on
his first trip abroad that he encountered one of the sea hounds whose
chief boast is concerned In the number of times they have crossed the Atlantic. Mr. Howe tells the Incident as

A little girl, whose father is widely
known as a writer of humorous stories,
was recently approached by a visitor,
who said:
"It must be nice to have a papa who
knows so many fine stories."
The little girl blushed and hung her
head.
"Aren't you proud of your papa?"
his favorite story.
the visitor asked.
"Yes," the little girl answered, "but
"Is this your first trip " the sea
hound asked Mr. Howe on the occa- I think I ought to tell you something."
sion of their first meeting. Mr. Howe
"What Is it?" '
admitted that it was. "Well," said
"The stories by my papa aren't
the sea hound, "I've crossed the Atlan- stories at all."
tic 40 times." On the second day the
"Not stories?"
sea hound again put the question to
"No."
Mr. Howe and again vouchsafed the
And In a deep, hoarse whisper, the
He repeated It at child confessed :
same observation.
frequent Intervals during the trip.
"He makes them all up out of his
It was on the sixth day, after the own head."
sea hound had again spoken of the
number of his crossings that Mr.
Couldn't Control Sneeze.
Howe said to him : "By the way, have
Margaret, age three and
you ever been to Omaha?"
The sea years and a confirmed early riser, had
hound said he never had. "Well," re- repeatedly been warned to keep very
torted Mr. Howe, "I go there every quiet when getting up in the morning.
week." Philadelphia Public Ledger.
In order not to disturb her older sister,
who was convalescing from a recent
tonsil operation. About the third mornSocial Distinctions.
Samuel Untermeyer, the noted New ing, under the new regime of quietn
across the
ness, as she was
York lawyer, at a dinner at the
bedroom to her mother, who was waitsaid:
"Social distinctions are all right, ing in the hall, she succumbed to a
no doubt, but they make me think of violent and uncontrollable spell of
As soon as the paroxysm
sneezing.
a certain war profiteer.
"This chap gave a party in his was over, she raised . troubled blue
new Fifth avenue house and, of course, eyes to her mother's face and whis:
there was an orchestra to play for pered, sorrowfully : "Muzzar, I was
still, but I Just couldn't make my
the singers and dancers.
"At the evening's end, when sup- sneezer .be still."
per was served, the butler appeared
Sunburned Steel.
before the orchestra and said:
'"The first and second violins eats A marine outfit was undergoing in--'
The inIn the dinln' room and the rest of spection in a tropical region.
"
the hlnstruments In the servants' specting officer was
Seizing Private Murphy's rifle like a
all.'"
Hon going after a round of raw beef,
he bellowed : ' '
Hezekiah to George V.
"What's this, rust?"
One cf the most engaging beliefs of
"Oh, no," said Murphy. "That's sunehe British Israelites now in session
la that our royal family is directly burn," From the Bulletin, organ of
descended from the kings of Israel. the D. C. Branch of the Second DiThe marriage of a daughter of Heze- vision Association.
kiah to a king of Ireland Is alleged by
Had the Proof.
some as a basis for the pedegree, and
A Sunday
school teacher In a
there are said to be proofs lying In
seme London archives.
The publica- Pennsylvania town did not seem Intion of this evidence would surely be clined to uccept the assertion of one
of her girl pupils that she had been
the literary sensation of the year.
christened in an orthodox way.
Montreal Family Herald.
"How do you know you have?" asked
the teacher with a smile.
True, Perhaps.
"Because," said the little girl, "I
Nathaniel "What does 'collegebred'
mean, dad?" Father "Merely a big have the marks on my arm." Milwau,'
kee Sentinel.
loaf, Nathaniel."
one-ha-

SHOULD BE FINISH

TO

THIS

Probably Some Readers Would Like to
Know Just What the Lieutenant
Colonel Said.
,

Private Washington Lee Johnson had
just come up with the replacements
and, not never having had no luck
went on sentry duty the first
night In the new camp. In the wee,
sma' hours along blew the lieutenant
colonel who had a reputation for being one

hard-boile-

d

guy.

"Halt! Who goes dar?" bellowed Private Johnson.
'
"Officer of the post."
, long
painful
was
silence
a
and
There
while the sentry racked his brain
for the proper thing to say. Then the
officer snarled:
"Well, why don't you say someAre you going to leave me
thing?
standing here like this all night?"'
"Nossuh," answered Private Johnson In relief as a flash of Inspiration
came. "No, lndeedy, suh. At easel"
American Legion Weekly.
The Real Test
nowadays,"
said
"A speechmaker
Uncle Eben, "ain't satisfied wif apDe real test of his
plause.
comes at de conclusion,
when he takes up a collection."
eloqua-ciousne-

The first thing a man does after
making a fool of himself is to try to
explain how it happened.
Next to loafing, the hardest thing
Cincinnati Post.

Is work.

Rltz-Carlto-

g

"hard-boiled.-

.

r rm

.

JfealtllandWtll

thou-sanand has brought contentment and happiness to
of home seekers and their families who have
settled on her FREE homesteads or bought land at
attractive prices. They have established their own
homes ana secured prosperity and independence.
g
sections of the prsine
In the great
provinces there is still to be had on easy term)

Fértil Land at $ 15 to $30 an lera

land aimilar to that which through many years
has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels ofinwheat
great
barley and flax also
to the acre oats,
abundance, while raising horses, cattle, sheep
farm-er- a
of
Hundreds
equally
profitable.
ils
hogs
and
gle
a
crops

in sin
season worth more than the whole cost of their
land. Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
schools, rural telephone, excellent markets ana
shipping facilities. The climate and sod offer
inducements for almost every branca of
agriculture. The advantages lor
in Western Canada have raised

TiH

'

A

Dairying, Mixed Farming

and Stock Raising

r '

rr-

--

ii

,

MftirarmnHftua anneal to industrious set-1 tiers wishing to improve their circumstances.
rlptloo
far til Minted Htetmtms, mar,
AoDortanitMB in Maimona,
wwwbh. f.i.
and Brltúb. Columbia, nanead rauaraj rataa.
W. V. BENNETT

loom 4. Be

nst, Past e
CstenlsaiMa. Domini

Aattnrlart
sad)

"Jvg

..

--

-

BIdg, Omaha, Nab.
ImmlrntlM
at Sanaa

.pi

ííiñt
raer.

Captive Has Burglar School Diploma.
Providence, R. I. Discovered while
at Work drilling holes in a safe in the
vestry of St. Patrick's Roman Catholic
church here, Charles Benson,., who possesses what purports to be a diploma
from a San Francisco school for burglars, was surrounded by a cordon of
police and arrested. Among possessions claimed by the man, and taken
from a room In a railroad station here,
are several correspondence course lessons in how to be a burglar, a diploma
signifying that Benson is a graduate.

Save the bird in hand
The others may be hard to catch
With enough money, enough time
and enough luck, a man may get back
the health he has lost or part of it.
It takes patience, toa
And then there may be no success,
or only a little.

It's better to save what you have
than hunt for what you've lost as
the most successful
will tell you.
health-restore- rs

Drastic Laws in Mexia Oil Field.
Mexla, Texas. Unless citizens of
Limestone and Freestone counties ran
produce convincing proof that they are
able to enforce laws of the state, martial law displacing all locally constituted authorities will be Instituted,
Gov. Pat M. Neff declared here at a
conference with representative citizens
of Limestone county. "You have only
squinted at martial law compared with
what it will be if the people are not
able to establish and maintain law and
order," the governor said.

7"

Much of the loss of health is due to
faulty, careless diet. Wrong meals at
all times and right meals at wrong
digestive
times load the
long-sufferi- ng

organs with elements of destruction,
or starve the tissues and glands of
needed elements.
Grape-Nut- s
is a delicious cereal food
which has the qualities of scientific
nútritioa It supplies the full richness
of those splendid food grains, wheat and
malted barley, together with the vital
mineral elements, so often lacking from
foods. Served with cream or good milk,
Grape-Nugives full nourishment
the stomach.
without
ts

over-loadi- ng

A splendid thought for breakfast
or lunch, for those who would keep
heait- h-

Grape Nuts the Body Builder
"There's a Reason"
Mad

by Postom Cereal Company, lnc Battle Creek, Michigan

lf
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GLADSTONE
Mr. Ira Bemstorf, who is
of the new Elevator in
Roy, was- in the Gladstone vicinity last Wednesday buying the
farmers wheat. He is paying
CSnB!!2!i!M
the highest market price and is
business man of the hvewire
Dr. Plumlee who has been
íTiíOBed .water in any quantity
EkiSgin your containers.. Service quite sick the past several weeks type.
After a short illness, Chester
is reportecl improving nicely.
J
the infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Minter, died last Wed"Sd&2D.nto the bakery Sat-írl- íj Mr. Boyd, cashier of the Citi- nesday,
and was burried in the
Feb.. 25th, and eat a bowl zens Bank of Mills was a busicemetery. Yellow JauGritstone
made
chili.
od
ióme
if
ness visitor in Roy Thursday ndice was sriven as
pjiusp of
Ma-nag-

If Personal

.fhtglass Wright and Ben

Floer-a&ia-aa

Mention I

afternoon.

!

were
County Clerk Anderson was
Jaritas last Saturday up from Mosquero Sunday visitin Roy form.

Sprin-germ-

&

ing relatives in the County Metro
to print the names polis.
delegates from the mesa
Julius Appel prominent busi3: the convention but the list
ioo long and we backed down ness man of Roy was a business
visitor in the County Seat the
Tht S. A. acknowledges a fine first of the week.
1r&T from A.fS. "Hanson this

ttt started

Vf

Cfe

vratlL

now lives in

Mr.Hanson

W. R. Holmes took a load of

Dowser where he has an excell- - gasoline down to Mosquero to
pBíítion arid is drawing the Pioneer Garage and Wilson
dcrai a handsome salary. Al Co., last Saturday.
&sy some mighty nice things
íhe S. A. in his letter but
Randall
from
as it is a strictly personal let- - LasMr.Vegas, wasa incontractor
Roy Thursday,
iter tmb will not publish same.
and Friday looking over the build
Mrs.Trank A. Roy and Mrs. ing interests of Roy
"Y.'m. Baum were the guests of
"llrs..Sam Ratcliff all day last
TiiKriSay-a- t the laters home east
Elvin Nickens manager of the
in Jty. The day and lunch ser- Roy Theatre left for Lamy last
ved hy Mrs: Ratcliff was enjoyed Thursday where he sucured a
present.
good position.
Mr. Beabout will
have charge of the Auto electric
ITr, J. O.'Green of Clayton, and
during his absence.
W. IZ Tolleson of Oklahoma City Theatre
fepeeenting the F. B. Collins
Co., of the latter place Robert Whiting and family who
been visiting their mother
g have
cvsre in Roy Tuesday and
Com-pizMrs.
H. Foster the past sever
F.
after the
al weeks returned to Iowa last
several loans on good
farms,
week were he has rented a large
farm for the coming year.
'SVe just leaped that Mr. and
jMsc A. W. Faíris are the proud
If eevery town on the highway
well we forgot to sends as many delegaes to Roy
pssn&a of
sui, vhether a boy or a girl and in September as Roy, Mills Soaltko the news is over three lano, Mosquero and Abbott sent
wttsia old it will be new news to to Logan, Roy will have to enof Art's friends. Art is so tertain the elargest crowd that
ba&íul and we would have
ever assembled in the good old
it if Mrs. Farris had town.
a-3-

--

Wed-lookin-

im-prcr-

-

ed

tr-as-

nev-ergsiess-ed

J..
J4.U ívev. u.
iv.3 ueatu.
TT

T"V

TT

the
T- -J

11. auruan conducted the iuneral services.
School has been closed in the
Paramount district for the past
wool; owing to the ilness of the
teacher, Mrs. Phillips.
Corn shelling in this neck of
the woods is nearly wound up
for this season and marketing
.is now in full swing. The quan
tity produced this year is less
than for the two preceding years and a greater portion is being
fed to hogs thaii heretofore wh
ich means a smaller surplus than
usual for the market.
Dr. Chapin reports the arrival
of an eight pound boy at the Roy
Hepner home. Roy. is very
much overjoyed and has a bad
attack of the disease known as
"The smile that won't come off."
Mr. Sink is buying a shipment
of cattle and hogs for the market
A large crowd of Ute Valley-an- s
gathered at Gladstone Saturday to witness the riding of
several of the native outlaws. A
professional rider from Dalhart,
Texas invited all who had bronchos with the habit of unseating
the rider to have them on hand.
He mounted them as he came to
them and after a few sudden shu
ttle fashion movements the horse

Well
tii 3ven nsthe news.
Mierf '.hoping that, some day be
Sol Floersheim is sporting a
cot ihe will become one of the new Chevrolet
that he purchased
ííírírÍ persons of the state.
from F. S. Brown Motor Co.. last
week. Mr Floersheim tells us
, ,
CAKD OF THANKS
.
tFatb heavy and heavy hearts that he is going to become a real
want to thank our neighbors Chauffer and when he becomes
ssaA feiends who were so kind an expert will take his many
aaianrrng the sickness death friends out for a ride.
.

;

t

aaitial.of

our dear husband
3i3ather also the care and
as you are showing us
daña; the sickness of our little
IfcrneKbars and sons. May God
ifffiSsd that you may never go
issnsm that is our load to carry.
ten-sdsnk-

.

I

j
j

Mayor Floersheiiíí did his Dart
to put Hoy on the map while at
the convention. Mr. Florsheim
is sure a booster and it was surprising to see him put Roy boos- ter ribbons on every delegate as
long as they lasted. He said he
wished he had had a couple of
hundred more of them made and
he would have put them on the
people of Logan.

Mrs.

Come and see. We
appreciate your patronage and
we are always at your

Ser v ic e

F. S.

Brown was surprised the other evening when
several of her friends appeared
at her home in tac'f attire, in
as much as we have been unable
to get all information of this par
ty, we have learned that (CHARLIE CHAPLIN) took the cake,
we also found out that Mrs. F.
D. Meffert and Mrs. Ray Carr
won the prizes.

Are you getting enough for your
EGGS? If not, see us! Highest
price paid.
;

ANNOUNCEMENT

R. P. S H A Y A CO. j

I

Rev. Cooke will preach at the
Christian Church Sunday Morning and evening. He was compelled to be absent last Sunday
on account of sickness from wh-ir- h
he is slowly recovering but
will be here Sunday sure.
: The Baptist Ladies Missionary
Society met at the home of Mrs.
Minnie Rhyne last Thursday, af-

ter their regular routine, a

Wé found our friend O. M.
Warrender who by the way is a
member of the Harding County
Board of Education, one of Logan's hardest workers. 25 nien
like Warrender in Logan would
have Tucumcari moved to Logan
or rather the larger part of it
''
in 5 years

WE TREAT YOUR
CAR AS WE WOULD
A FRIEND

del-

'

When
butter not cheese?
H ':
u. 0. Grunig.

Harding County hasj an oppor-tunit-y
to erect four nice school
houses in the county this summer. If you are for better schools give your district a lift when
the school bond election is held
in the near future.e
A man who tells all he knows
never tells very much of
..

sk

butnow of Mosquero took out his

Bring in your tractor or car and hav it thoroughly over,
hauled before the advent of the busy season..
We are
equipped to regrind your cylinders,, and fit over-siz- e
pistons. Also expert mechanics at burning in. bearings.
Have your repairs made where there is equipment to
properly do the work.
All work guaranteed
,

work our specialty.

t give satisfaction.

"'.

this department.
it charged and repaired

Ser y i c e
-

.

and-hav-

Ga

R.X.PENLETO'MGRv-;-

BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE; IN

:

the soap guessing contest just
closed at our store are announced
Exact number of bars in window
Of

-

jr,ir

'

1

1

1

Hitrv

444

Reynald Anderson guessed 445
Won prize of 100 bars of soap

I

Angerosa Hendricks guessed 441
Won prize of 20 bars of soap

ff1

!

te

s

T;

yi

S. E.

.m

er

I

!

PAXION GROCERY
COMPANY

..'

HARDING; COUNTY,.

Winners

!

e

ra g e

-

mi.

All battery '

Expert battery man in charge of
Bring in that run down battery

..

-

i

prices?

What do you say about getting
adish of chili at the bakery shop
Saturday Feb. 25th. The ladies
assure you that you will appreciate it.

Don't be a slacker, lets help1
And by the wy, hasn't Logan
first naturalization
the ladies out, by eating a dish
most
one
of
the
beautiful
halls
week. Mr. Sumpton was born in
in N. E. New Mexico? And Gara- of chili at the bakery shop Sat- -,
England and has been á British ges
;
r "
urday, Feb. 25th.
too?
Mrs. Hazel Robertson, subject. This was the first
naturalization papers taken out
aaid children.
Roy's white ribbon badges letin Harding County.
tered in blue were sure in evi.NOTICE
dence in the convention even if
a
orne did pin the word Roy
Dr. Settle who has been a visi
.'Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 16, tor at the Plumlee Hospital for
A Deputy Collector, Feli several days left for his home in
S Dihjado. of Internal Revenue Kansas City Saturday. The Dr. Four hours from Logan to
vaSl'be in Roy on February 27th., decided the altitude was too high Roy isn't bad is it? Most cars
ISccassüst partia.desiring to make for him here and his heart be: made it in this time and it regiijrcTfTne.tax- returns for the year came effected and thought best isters 83 miles too.
to get to a lower altitude as soon
Did you ever see a bunch of
SI you need any assistance in as possible.
delegates work in as much har
jarepzrvg your return, it will be
mony as those at the three con
Co goor advantage to see tnis
Lvnn n Spencer who will be ventions ? It was the most haráíp&íy and' take the matter up remembered as relief agent at monious road conventions ever
wlüi .Mm while he is there,
the E. P. & S. W. at this place held in the state.
B.'C Hernandez,
about a year ago has been apIt was really comical to hear
Collector pointed regular agent at Mills
boys returninz from the con
the
and will assume his new duties vention recalling
eveland
SOME SPEED
at once. We are glad to have ry thing was recalled. marks
We
heard
M.
N.
Roy,
of
Gon2ales,
Ikdro
Lynn back on the mesa as he is
liUMtml with The Mutual Life one of those fellows we all like to one fellow say he saw that bottle on the road before.
of New York
;n
3sEfliCe Company
nliov Nn'24fi3794 for'nave among us ana ne win ue
a valued addition to Mills.
Talk Hlxut a scenic highway, the
David Hill has the Raton skinnof Policy :
a city block. All it needs is
FSey was issued Dec. 17th., Mr and Mrs. Grant Campbell ed
good
a
rain and then rock surplan,1
Ky.,
family
left for Yarkes,
and
3317 n the Ordinary Life
faced
and
she will sure be a danwill
of43.
make
Friday
they
age
where
at
2lR3skm $38.59 the
dy. Mr. Galey has sure proved
paid
were
$129.
home.
Mr.
premiums
and
their
future
lire
f
295 Jess cash dividends of 35.70 Mrs. Campbell came to thiacoun to the public that he knows how
jmnking a total payments of pre- - try several months ago for Mrs. to build roads and especially on
hill sirles.
.
jjiinms 157.25
Campbell's health and they pur- WilT.
Wilson
of
head
0.
the
31
32r.anzales died January
chaged thg A s Hoskins farm son Co., was one of the great
Hied
and
maiwere
Tfc2. Panera
However, Mrs. workers of the convention
t f t
Stóllo Albuquerque Agency on VampbeU s
Jth
t
dd, not
nf
Feoruary btn. Die Company's
thought
best
President Harrison of the Conand
&zft received February 18th for !mProve
vention
said it looked to him like
to
return
to
climate.
lower
a
ljm.0Q payable to beneficiary
bnH sent half the town as
Karl Guthman, head printer delegates.
vxí'a.
Are you interested? You may at the S. A. and Clyde Hooper,
t the wrong time, but be also Ray Busey were visitors in Roy convinced the' Texas
Highway association
sees that jour loved ones are LaS Vegas Saturday and Sunday Colorado
Monday
last
that we didn't do
icevy well protected. The Mutual )They report the pe0pie 0f the
olthings
by
halves.
When this
Company,
the
Insurance
.meadow city are verv much wor-fe- x
Highway
is
completed
they will
Company in America t, write
'fireg
in that
d ovef lhe recent
,
.ani7ioj-m-- find that Roy is one of its great- ol policies, witn dou- R
fel inOflumity in case of acciden- IT. est boosters.
.
tu
until tomo- - Uld i
U'.'ath. Don't wait
has
a irreat deal of .Dropw-tcotne
The addresses of Gov. Mech- easwtoraorrow may-nevbv the conflapra- - em, Judge Hollom?n, Game War- been
dstroved
Right
Now.
policy
a
Dut
Kite
A
h0rS
is the time. For particulars tions. it is thought that a maniac ' Am QaiAe. Prof. Kpti
Aoing the work but it seeis vvere great indeed and more than
e.or Write
R. 1. hiyn,
the nolice ar tw&We to. !md the appreciated by t
, CrW.).'
convention
Í--

ire you taking advantage of our

h.

f ormerly of Roy;
papers last

Something New Every
Day Arriving at our
Store

was completely tamed and con- icious lunch was served by the
hostess which every one present
quered.
enjoyed.
Mr. Waldrup is nwketing
com in Springer this week.
The ladies of Roy will have anSIDE LIGHT ON THE HIGH other Chili Dinner at the G. G.
Leach Bakery Saturday Feb. 25-tWAY MEETING
Every one is requested to coLogan is'nt a very large town
me and help out, for it will be for
but she sure has some of the
a good cause. Are you going to
largest hearted people in the )e
present? We are.
whole U.S. A.

ia

Wm; Sumpton,

Associa-

tion have a great task before
them but we will guarantee you
they arj equal to the occasion.

.

'

--

President Mitchell and Secre-

tary Warrender of the

er

